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by the Bureau of l~ansport and CommunicationsEconomics
challenges its usefulness

he Broadcasting Act requires
increase to reflect the profit generated
the Australian Broadcasting
because of the absence of the threat of
entry, but still accotmtingfor the cost of
Tribunal (ABT)to have regard
complying with the "public interest"
to the commercialviability of
other services in the service m~awhen requirements, the argumentloses force
considering the grant of a licence.
It is broadiy accepted that commercial
Public Interest
viability refemto the ability of a licensee
he "public interest" assessment
to carry on a broadcasting business in
compliance
with the licensing
of the impact of an additional
requirements. Although linked to it,
licenco in a g~venservice axea
commercialviability is not the same as
has legislative precedenceover
profitability.
The licensing of a new considerations of commercialviability.
service may significantly reduce the
However,the ’public benefit’ arising from
profitability of an existing service (indeed, the introduction of an additional station
generate losses in the short term) without is not easy to identify. Theactual outcome
necessarily destroying its ability to
dependson the variance in taste of the
audiencein the coveragearea. It maywell
survive commerciallyin the long term.
be different betweencities. For example,
Anti-competitive Policy
additional radio stations in an ethnically
diverse market, such as Melbourne, may
he justLfcation for this antiwell result in niche formats which concompetitive policy has always,
siderab]y increase hstener saffmfaction.In
involved the ’public trustee
a more culturally homogeneousmarket,
position of broadcasters. Its
such as Hobart perhaps, such a benefit
proponentsargue that the protection of a
may not occur. The addition of a new
station mayresult in an existing service
broadcaster’s financial situation is a
switching programmingfrom a magazine
necessarycondition for themto be able to
type format (catering for different groups
comply with their public interest
obligations. These obligations might
of people at different times of the day)to
a lowest commondenominator format in
include the provision of translators in
direct competition with the newstation.
marginally profitable rural areas or
compliance with Australian content
Delay
requirements. In the initial periods of
commercial television and radio it
he ABTor any appeal court
probably contained some truth. Then
wouldtherefore have difficulty
broadcasters wouldhave been reluctant to
using the ’public interest’
invest in the necessarycapital equipment
criteria
to override the
and, for example,providerelay stations in
commercialviability criteria. In fact,
rural areas generating
marginal
planning decisions and the commercial
advertising revenueif they faced a threat
viability criteria combined
historically to
of potential, unencumberednew station
preclude entry. Morerecently the major
entry.
observable impact has been to delay the
However, as bmadcast licence values
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entry of new stations because the exi~ng
stations haveengagedin litigation before
the ABTand appeal cottrts, which have
not foundthe concept easy to define (eg~
licensing of a new radio service for
Gosford-Wyong in 1988). Given the
administraff~veand delay costs associated
with the consideration of commercial
viability, the questionarises: whatpublic
benefit has resulted fromthe application
of the criterion? In the absence of the
criterion, the entry of a newservice in an
area capable of supporting less than two
adequate and comprehensive services
would result in one of three possible
outcomes:
¯ the newservice fails to achieveviability;
or
¯ the newser~rice achieves viability but
forces the existing service into
insolvency; or
¯ both the existing and new service
survive but each provides a less than
adequate and comprehensive service
In the fi~t twoof the possible outcomes,
although only one service survives, the
survivingservice (in a contestableservise
area) is likely to be moreeffmient than
single service protected from entry
competition. The merepossibility that a
competitive new service could be
established would put pressure on the
existing licensee to provide the best
possible service The effect of the third
possible outcomeis not clear-cut. Whether
the community~uld be bettor or worse
off in such a case woulddepend on the
values which the potential audience
places on the availability of choice, or the
perceivedquality of the available services
or on any loss of comprehensiveness
in the
existing service
There have also been other criterion
Continued p2
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whichadversely affect the public interest.
The original reasoning behind the
notion of protecting the commemial
viability of incumbentbroadcasters, and
its subsequent inclusion
in the
Broadcast/ng Act, was that additional
profits earned by stations, as a result of
limited or no competition, wouldbe used
consequencesof the commercialviability
to fund publicly (but perhaps not
commercially desirable) functiona This
reasoning was probably valid for the
initial license~s. However,as advertising
revenue grew, few new stations were
added, licence levies were not raised
sufficiently and content regulations not
made more onerou~ Licence values grew
con~lderably. Despite somerecent, much
publicised write-downs, the value of a
licence remains a major (in somecases the
dominant) portion o~" the total value of
roany broadcasters.
The new owners wore thus faced with
the servicing of a signfficantly bAgher
level of investment and, consequently, a
reduced capacity to fund increases in the
public interest obligations of their
licenses. For example, the escalation of
licence values represents an opportunity
foregone to set "higher" program
standards. Thus, higher Australian
content requirements for television could
have been introduced gradually, thereby
increasing operational expenditure and
reducing operational prefits which, in
ttu’n, wouldhave acted as a constraint on
the escalation of licence values.
The only winners from such protection
appear to be the original license holders
whoare able to capture the scarcity value
of these lisences. The new ownersof the
licence, not being recipients of supernormal
retttrns on their investment, wouldbe in
a weaker position to improve program
quality, and consequently are likely
vigorously to oppose increases in
mandatoryprogram obligation~ Similarly
they wouldbe likely to oppeso increases
in license lewes.
Con~nuedp4

This issue marksthe retirementof Grantly
Brownas Editor of the Bulletin. Grantly
has workedtirelessly onthe Bulletin for
sometwo yeara Wethank him for his
importantcontribution to communications
law by ensuringa Bulletin of a high
standard~Wewish him well in any new
endeavourswhich~night occupyhis
recently discoveredleisure time
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Local

Newspapers and Predatory
Pricing

Gina Cass-Gottlieb

and Mark Domey examine a recent Trade Practices

case on

newspaper advertising
n the recent decisionof EasternExpress
Pry Ltd v. GeneralNewspapersPry Ltd
the Federal Court of Australia held
that when the publishers of the
Wentworth Courier reduced its display
advertisingrates so as to attract real estate
advertising awayt~om a competing local
newspaper,they had engagedin lawful pri~e
cutting In the cimumstances
of the case, the
reduction in display advertising rates to a
level winch still permitted the Wentworth
Courier to makea profit was not predatory
pricing contraryto s46 of the TradePrazt/ces
Act (’the Act’). The case also contains
interesting observations on what is the
relevant market whencompetition for the
advertisingof local real estate in newspapers
is at issue

I

The Facts
he WentworthCourier is a free
newspaper published
and
distributed in the Woollahra
and Waverley areas of Sydney
since 1961, ftmdedentirely by advertising
revenue. Evidence was given that, for
most of its history, the WentworthCourier
enjoyed a virtual monopolyover the advertising of real estate situated in those areas.
A~er the Eastern Express entered the
market in February 1990, the publishers
of the Wentworth Courier dramatically
reduced its advertising rates. Notwithstanding the price cuts, the Wentworth
Courier was not published at a loss.

T

1Yade Practices

Claim

he publishers of the Eastern
Express alleged that the
publishers of the Wentworth
Courier had breacheds46(1Xa)
the Act (misuse of market power). The
alleged contravening conduct was the
cutting
of the price of display
advertisements in the WentworthCourier.

T

was "the ability of a fn’m to raise prices
above the supply cost without rivals
taking away customers in due time,
supply cost being the minimumcost an
efficient firm wouldincur in pr~iucingthe
product". This test was extracted fi’om the
High Court decision in QueenslandWire
Industries Proprietary Limited v. The
BrokenHill Proprietary CompanyLimited.
The test of "substantial" market power
was held to be power in the relevant
market "which is more than trivial or
minimal, winchis real and of substance".
Although market share is conceptually
different to market power, there is often
an evidentiary relationship between the
two. The WentworthCourier was found to
enjoy, even al~er the entry of the Eastern
Expres~a substantial share of the market
and commensurate market power.
WilcoxJ. found that, prior to the entw
of the Eastern Express the Wentworth
Courier could charge for its display
advertising up to the point wherevendors
woulddecide to dispense altogether with
local advertising. It could do so because
it had a substantial reputation witbAnthe
eastern suburbs community, significant
reader loyalty and strong support from
advertisers (especially amonglocal real
estate agents), access to substantial
vertically inte~’ated resources (eg
publishin$ printing and distribution), and
economies of scale These factors were
found to constitute formidablebarriers to
entry, a key componentof rearket power.
Even after entry of the competition, the
above advantages were found to give the
Wentworth Courier substantial market
power.

The Relevant Market
he market in issue was held to
be the market in which eastern
suburbs real estate agents
acquired real estate display
advertisements in local newspapers
cLreulating in that area.
The test of "market power" applied

T
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Was there a misuse of
market power
he Court held that mere
competitive activity (such as
price cutting), which results
in one competitor inflicting
commercial damageon one or more other
competitors,is not in itself a breachof s46
of the Act. The fact that prices are fLxed
with the intention of diverting castem
fi~oma competitorto the price cutter is not
itself a prohibited purpos~ This conduct
was found to be a normal part of
commercial activity "the very stuff of

T

competition,the result that Part IV (of the
Azt) seeks to achieve."
’Predatory pricing’ is the delfcerate
lowering of prices to levels winch will
drive competitors out of the market and
enable the predator to then raise prices
to levels unconstrained by competition.
The Court held that it is this purpose
which distinguishes predatory pricing~
whichis anti-competitive conduct contrary
to s46, from mereprice-cutting~ which is
pro-competitive and lawful.
Predatory Pricing
he trial

judge outlined the
indicia of predatory
pricing: the price is belowcost
and the price cutting
is
temporary or sporadic. The critical
question is not the fact of sales at a loss
but the purpose lying behind those sales.
The determination
of the purpose
underlying the fLxing of the price levels
is assisted by a two stage enquiry. If the
defendant’s prices are belowaverage total
cost but above average variable cost, the
onus is on the plaintiff to showthat the
defendant’s pricing is predatory. However,
~fthe plaintiffproves that the defendant’s
prices are belowaveragevariable cost, the
plaintiff has established a primafacie case
of predatory pricing and the onus shii~s
to the defendant to prove that the prices
are justified
without regard to any
anticipated destructive effect they ma~v
have on competitors.
Gina Cass-Gottlieb and Mark Dorney are
soliciors in the Sydney office of Blake
DawsonWaldron, Solicitora

For a full review
of recent
developments see
Communications News
at page 32
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Public

Domain Films

Kendall Odgers discusses the impact of international

copyright laws on films

in which the copyright is about to expire
he la.% few years have seen
"public domain"video distributors
in the USgenerate millions of
dollars in earningsfi’omfilm titles
which, with the pa~ing of time, have lost
their copyright protection in the US. TheUS
public domain distributom have already
madetheir presence felt in Australia with
the release of a large catelogue of 1930’s
title~ Companies
seeking to distribute this
material in Australia must however deal
~vith a very complexlegal question -- is a
film which is in the public domainin the
USalso in the public domainhere?
This question is one of the most complex
in copyright law, and, because of the
relatively recent nature of the industry, is
not one which courts in this country have
had muchopportunity to consider. It arises
largely because the period of copyright
protection of films in the USis different to
that in Australia.

T

US v Australian

Law

ake the example of Gone with
first released in 1939.
Under US law, the film was
entitled to an initial 28 year
period of copyright protection and,
providing it had been registered for
copyright in that initial 28 year period,
a further 28 years protection upon
renewal
in 1967. Assuming the
~egistration l’equirements were complied
with, Gone with the Wind will enter the
public domain in the USin 1995.
Under Australian law, a film made in
1939is not protected as a film, but as a
series of photographs and as a dramatic
mx~rk. The copyright in the photographs
comprising Gone with the Wind would
have lasted 50 years, and expired in 1989.
The copyright in a film as a dramatic
workexpires 50 years alter the end of the
year in which the "author" of the film
died.
One of the many uncertainties is the
meaningof"author" in relation to a film.
It is possible that the author of a film
could be the script writer, or the director,
or both. If the latter, copyright in Gone
with the Windas a dramatic workwill not
expire until 50 years has elapsed since the
year in which the survivor of the script
writer and the director died.
Assumingthat 50 years has not passed
since the death of the "author" of Gone
with the Wind, the film will be protected
4

by copyright in Australia (up until the end
of the relevant year) -- su~Yjecthoweverto
Australia’s International
Copyright
Protection Regulations.
These regulations
provide that a
"published" film will not be protected by
copyrightin Australia if pcotection "in the
nature of copyright" in the film has
expired in the "country of origin’:
Accordingly, if Gone with the Wind has
been "published" and the "country of
origin" of the film (under the Regulations)
is the US, the film will no longer be
protected by copyright in Australia once
copyright in the film in the USexpires in
1995.
Defining Publication and Origin
he definition of "publication"
used in the Regulations is not
what mi,,’ght be e,,xpected -- a
film is ’published if copies of
the film have been sold or hired to the
publi~ Under this definition, merely
exhibiting a film in a theal~e will not of
itself constitute "publication", because
copies have not been sold or hired to the
public It is arguable that "publication"
does occur according to this definition
wherecopies of a film are hired to cinema
operatom for public exhibition in their
cinemas -- depending on whether cinema
operators can be considered to be "the
public". Certainly, release of a film on
video will constitute "publication".
The definition of "country of origin" is
also a problem m~ea. The USwill dearly
be the "country of ~gin" of Gonew/th the
Windif first publication was in the US
and the film was not published anywhere
else within the next 14 day~ Onthe other
hand, if the film was first publishedin the
USand then also published in the UK
within 14 days, either country could be
the "country of origin" for the purpose of
the Regulations.
To summarise, if Gone with the Wind
has been "published" and its "country of
origin" is the US, the film will enter the
public domain in Australia at the same
time as the US, that is, no later than
1995. If, however, the film was
simultaneously published in the USas a
result of which the UKis the "country of
origin", copyright protection in Australia
for Gonewith the Windcould subsist well
beyond 1995 -- because the films are
protected by copyright in the UKin the

T

same way as they are in Australia (that
is, as a series of photographs and as a
dramatic work).
Lessons for Distributors
he lessons for distributors of
US public domain material
looking to operate in Australia
are clear. Whilemanyfilms will
enter the public domainin Australia at
the same time as they became public
domainin the US, caution must be taken
to determine the "country of origin" and
whether the film has been "published". If
a film is unpublished, or the country of
origin is not the US, a "public domain"
distributor may find that instead of
successfully exploiting a new market for
its products in Australia, it is faced with
costly legal proceedings for copyright
infringement which mayresult in loss of
the products and damages payments to
the ownerof the copyright in the film.
Qalte apart from any question of
copyright protection, considerable care
must also be taken to avoid any
misleading suggestion on packaging or
advertising that a film has been released
in ~ia by or with the approval of the
former (or present) copyright owner.

T

KendallOdgersis a solicitor with Phillips
Fox of Sydn~

Continued from p2
In both cases, they would be able ~o
point to their relatively weakfinancial
positions. The Governmentand, more so,
the community are the losers. The
Governmentfinds itself with a reduced
capacity to capture an increased
proportionof the scarcity value of licencea
The community,however, not only forgoes
the benefits of increased programchoices
which wouldhave resulted from the entry
of competingbmadcaster~but also suffers
from the reduced capacity, of the existing
broadcasters to increase their program
quality.
This article is an edited version of an
article published by the BTCEin its
journal, "Indicators’: Copiesof the BTCE’s
Report, "EconomicAspects of Broadcasting
Regulation’: are available at Comnmnwealth Bookshopsin all capital citiea
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Interconnection
lan McGill examines the new regulatory

of Mobile Services
regime goveming mobile telephone services

points out someof the pitfalls
ompetition for the provision of
mobile telephone services is
~ achieved through the issue of
three mobile telephone
services ("PMTS")licenses including one
to AOTC,one to the second carrier and
one to a third operato~ Further operators
are contemplated aider 1995. Public
Access Cordless Telephone Services
("PACTS")are also open to competition
under a class licence. This article
examines some of the key issues which
will confront mobile service pmvidem.
Definitional

maze

he definition
in the Telecommunications Act of public
mobile service
(PMTS)
reasonably complexas it does a
number of things:
¯ it has to define a mobileservice without
being too technology specific;
¯ it must distinguish a PMTSservice
from a PACTSservice; and
¯ it must distinguish
PMTS from
functionally similar types of services
provided solely or mainly by means of
radiocommunications, such as paging
and trunked land mobile radio services.
The consequence of satisfying the Act
definition of PMTSis that the right to
supply those services is reserved to the
mobilecarriers (Section 94 of the Act)
to a person makingdirect or indirect use
of a PMTSsupplied by a mobile carrier
through a resale chain.
Under the Act you have a PACTSand
not a PMYS
when, essentially, there is no
capacity for intercell handover(the ability
to movebetween cells while on the same
call). So a PACTunder the Act certainly
includes CT-2 technology. Howeversome
PACTS
services (eg, CT-3) have intereell
handover capability. The legislative
drafter
has contemplated
this by
providing
a mechanism for the
regulations to replace the defmitionin the
Act il" the developmentof newtechnology
gives PACTS
services intercell handover
capability. The PACTS
class licence does
contemplate that the regulations may
allow call handoverin specific places such
as railway stations, airports and shopping
centres.
Just in case some entrepreneurs were
developing incipient excitement that the
PACTSdefinition could be used to take
advantage of open competition
to

T

and

for service providers.

Theserights will, hopefully,assist in the
secondand third mobilecarriers achieving
competitive status with the incumbent.
As between AOTCand the second
general carrier, Cmvernment
policy clearly
suggests an equal access regime should
New GSM Standard
apply. That is, an access service whichis
economicallyand technically efficient and
USTELrecommended and the
non<llscriminatory between carriers in
Governmenthas accepted that
mobile operators commence terms of its functionality, quality and
performance However, there is little
service with the EC standard
guidance on the type of interconnection
General Special Mobiles (GSM)digital
which should apply between the AOTC
technology in accordance with standards
local network and PMTSnetworks,
to be determined by AUSTEL.
between
PMTS(local) networks and
GSMis capable of supporting about
AOTC
or
the second carrier’s
long
three ffn’nes the numberof callers in a
distance networks or between the
given band width than analogue The
different PMTSnetworks themselves.
availability
of this standard which
At least in the short term, where
supports the start up of three competitors
Telecom
has a well entrenchedlocal access
in mobile was a cornerstone of AUSTEEs
network,
I wouldexpect that mobile-fLxed
recommendations. It is likely that the
local
network
interconnection will be
GSMtechnology is going to have an
guided by broad access intercoanection
impact on subscriber growth. It is hoped principles. The extent to which that
that GSMwill bring down the cost of
interconnection will include service
operation which will help to lower service
providerselection in a single stage calling
costs and stimulate demand. I understand
process and other carrier intsrconnection
that GSM
terminals will initially be quite
capabilities
will be a matter for
expensive but should fall below the price
commercialnegotiation.
of analogue terminals within one to two
years from implementation. AUSTEL
also
Resellers and Interconnection
recommended the introduction
of GSM
because it was an available digital
t is a principal feature of the 1991
standard which supported the start up of
Azt that all restrictions on resale of
three competitors.
domestic and international teleAs recommended by AUSTEL,AOTC’s
communications capacity
are
licence requires ~t to sell air time on its
removed. Accordingly, PMTSservices can
existing analogue (AM:PS)network to the
also be supplied by a person other than
second carrier and the third mobile and
a carrier underthe eligible services class
they are prohibited in their licences from licenc~ I suspect that it is the potential
installing and opem~mgan AMPS
network.
for resale of PMTS
services supplied by a
general carrier whichmight excite a deal
Carriers and Interconnection
of commercialinterest.
The question is whether the Act
art 8 of the Azt includes rules
actually
providessufficient prstectious to
relating to the access of carriers
ensure
that
potential competitors have
carrier’s networks and
access
to
the
facilities and services
ssrvicea The ACtcreates access
necessary
to
participate
in the marketfor
rights of two kinds:
mobile
(or
PACTS
operators
under the
¯ the first is the basic right of any cannier
Class
Licence).
to connect its facilities to the network
The position of service providers and
of any other carrier and have its calls
resellers
of mobile services (whether
carried and completed over that
AMPS
or
GSM)
is difIlcalt
from an
ne~’ork; and
intercoansetion point of view. AUSTEL,
in
¯ the second are supplementar7 access
its June 1991 report, A Technical/
rights created by a condition on a
Framework
Operational
for
carrier’s licenc~
Interconnection and Equal Access with
A licensee must, when requested to do
admirable frankness recognised that
so by another mobile carrier, provide
prescribed information to that carrier
neither the Government’s
policy, decisions
relating to its network.
nor the Act specifically addressedcarrierestablish themselves as a de facto public
mobile carrier, the Act provides that the
regulations can prescribe certain services
as not being PACTsarvices~
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service provider interconnection fights
with respect to access to basic carriage
services. AUSTEL
stated:
"’The presence of more than one carrier
in the market plac~ however, should
provide sufficient competitive incentive to
ensure service providers achieve adequate
accessto intercennectionfacilities~services
and information
under a purely
commercial carrier-service
provider
relationship’"
As the Australian Telecommunications
Users Group (ATUG)has noted, this hope
may prove unfounded. I wholeheartedly
agree with ATUGfor some avenue of
appeal to AUSTEL
to intervene if carrier
competition does not previde the incentive
to ensure that service providers can
acquire the level of, in particular,
technical intereonnection they seek.
In this area, the Act does, at first glance,
include service provider safeguards such
as:
¯ the reperting of Basic Carriage Services
(BCS) charges;
¯ the ability
of AUSTELto give a
direction to a camier to unbundle a BCS
(ie, requiring a carrier to makeavailable
the lower level BCSnecessary to provide
other telecommunication services);
¯ the prohibitions on discrimination
provided in the Act; and
¯ resellers who are eligible service
pmviders are provided with a statutory
right of access to the telecommunications networks of the carriers under
Section 234 of the Act for the propose
of supplying eligible services.

Underthe Ministerial Privacy Principles
those carriers will have the benefit of the
’directly attributable incremental costs’
requirement. Resellers will not because
the carrier-reseller price relationship is
subject to commercial forces, with some
trade practices-like protectors.

Unbundling and connection

he mobile carrier can, under
section 237 of the Act, refuse
to supply a BC~This refusal
to supply is subject to the
unbundling regime in the Act (that is,
requiring the carrier to makeavailable
BCS necessary
to provide other
Anti.Discrimination
telecommunications
services).
The
anbundling regime will not, initially,
apply to the second or third mobile
OTCas a dominant carrier
carriers (because, presumably, those
cannot discriminate between
carriers will not be in a position to
acquirers of telecommunidominate a market).
cation services (section 183 of
In addition unbundling requires an
the Act) and a general carrier cannot
AUSTEL
inquiry and there seems to be
discriminate between resellers or their
plenty of scope for the mobilecarriers to
customers (section 184 of the Act).
shelter behind the argument that it may
The differential priCing that mayresult
not be technically feasible (becauseof, for
between AMPSalrtime sales to mobile
example,limitations of spectrum)toresell
carriers and to resellers mayresult in a
mobile services (particularly AM:PS).
breach of section 183 of the Act. However,
A carrier must connect an eligible
prese.mably Telecon~AOTC
can argue that
service pmvider to its network. However,
this right to connect is subject to the
discrimination
between the mobile
significant restraint that the carrier is
carriers and resellers is protected by the
statutory exception to non-discwlmination: under no obligation to connect if there is
included in another carrier’s BCStariff
cost related discrimination, for example,
the telecommunications service that
volume discounts.
would otherwise have been supplied by
As between msellers, the prohibitions
the carrier.
will not apply if any reseller can convince
There may be significant technical
the carriers to supply mobile BCSbelow
constraints to competition in the mobile
tariff if the discrhnination in relation to
cellular area using the existing AMPS
those charges makes only reasonable
service The introduction of the GSM
allowance for differences in costs in
cellular standard is certainly predicated
supplying the services ff those differences
on the assumptionthat it will facilitate
result from, for example, the volume in
competition.
which the services are supplied.
Because of the evident Government
Tailing
policy and freezing the introduction of
To persuade a carrier to discriminate
GSMand prohibiting the second carrier
n relation to tariffing,
AOTCas
may be difficult (the carrier bears the
from installing and operating an AM:PS
the dominant carrier,
will be
onus of proof in establishing
the
networkthere is a valiant attempt to level
required to charge in accordance
reasonable allowance in any proceeding
the playing field. This is also evidenced
with the provisions of its tariff
for a contravention of the discrimination
by
the requirement that Telecom must
while the second carrier is only obliged
rules) and in the case of Telecommaybe
sell its airtime on its existing AMPS
to ensure that its charges do not exceed
impossible if there is a condition in their
network to the other mobile carriers
its current tariff (refer sections 197 and public mobile carrier licence prohibiting
requesting that airtime Once GSMis
198 of the Act). Essentially, therefore,
bulk
volume
discounts
until
notified
in
established there may be significant
there should be a great deal of
writing by the Minister.
opportunities for Telecomto price-cut its
transparency for resellers in relation to
Once CSMis up and running, however,
analogue network.
the cost of the building blocks of their
The pesition of cellular mobileresellers
the Telecom MobfleNet network may find
network. The tariffed rates cannot be
leeks
to meto be very difficult in the short
overridden by anything contained in an
a niche between the enhanced digital
to mediumterm. There is insufficient
access agreement between the carrier and
services and the CT-2city only networks.
guidance given by the A~t or Government
the reseller (see section 199 of the Act).
It seems to to me that Telecom might
policy as to the existence of a right of
Because the second carrier is permitted
validly discriminate betweenacquirers of
interconnection and access.
to charge for a BCSbelow its tariff this
GSMcapacity and MobileNet capacity
is the obvious supplier of mobile BCSto
because, presumably, such discrimination
resellers.
makes only reasonable allowance for the
It is in the interests of a mobilereseller
reduction in costs associated with the
to attempt to drive the carriers below
difference performance characteristics
Ian McGill iz a partner with the firm of
their tariffs. Thereseller appears to be at
(which equate with quality of service)
Allen, Allen &Hemsledz.This is the edited
significant disadvantage to the PMTS which MobileNetis supplied. This pricetext of a paper presented to the Mobile
licensees in dealings with TelecondAOTC.
cutting
should
be
goed
news
for
resellers
Communicationsand the Second Carrier
AOTCmust sell airtirae on its AMPS
and consumer~
conference November1991.
network to the other mobile licensees.
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Forum The

Broadcasting

Services

Bill

Peter Westerway examines the major features of the most
sweeping overhaul of broadcasting regulation to take place
in Australia
understandi~" I nowtell youthat this part
of the bill has myenthusiastic personal
support.
The content of the objectives is also
significant.
In 1984 I succeeded in
persuading the then Minister, Michael
Duffy, to take a list of breadcastingpolicy
objectives to the cabinet. The subsequent
cabinet decision listed five policy
objectives, basically those spelled out by
the Tribunal of the day in its 1982
Satellite Program
Services report. Briefly,
they were:
1. To maximisediversity of choice;
2.
To maintain the viability
of the
Peter Westerway
broadcasting system;
3. To encourage an Australian look;
4. To provide broadcasting services
hem has been some speculation
responsive to local neecds; and
in the past that the govermnent
5. To discourage concentration of media
intended
to abolish
the
ownership and control.
Australian
Broadcasting
Like that cabinet decision,
the
Tribunal. Those fears maynowfinally be
BroadcastingServices Bill lists multiple,
put to rest. As the Minister, Mr. Beazley,
competing objectives, which will allow
said in his speech on Friday 29th
both the regulator and those appearing
November; far from disappearing, the
Tribunal "will be at the heart of the move before it full play for their forensic skills.
I have no problem with this. Only fools
to implement the reforms".
and innocents
believe
that the
The Australian Broadcasting Authority
formulation
of
public
policy
is
a linear
(ABA),which is to rise from the ashes
process.
I
will
not
attempt
to
list
themall,
the Tribunal, will be both more powerful
but there are also some significant
and more flexible than its predecessor.
additions and omissions from the 19~4
Indeed, the Minister did not exaggerate
list.
when he described
it as having
Firstly, the Bill omits "viability" and
"unprecedented powers to erd’orce its
lists efficiency,
competition and
demands".
responsiveness to consumer needs as
It therefore seems appropriate to
objectives. Apart from noting that these
concentrate for a moment on those
po~vers. In what respects are the powers three (all of whichare listed in the first
subclause)
are often mutually
of the ABAto be different from those of
contradictory, we might also note that
the ABT?Such an approach leads us to
none of them has ever been mentioned in
three main areas: policy, planning and
the same breath
as the words:
enforcement.
"broadcasting policy". Up to this point,
broadcasting, both in Australia and
Policy
overseas, has typically been heavily
regulated and oligopolistia Implicit in
ection 3 of the Bill is a breakthese objectives is the concession that
through in Australian broadcrucial assumptions about scarcity which
casting law and represents the
lie at the heart of existing broadcasting
fulfilment of a personal crusade
policy have now been abandoned. Weare
I first read the CanadianBroadcasting looking at a new era of managing for
Act in 1978 -- and returned to Australia
abundance.
recommending to my Minister that we
Secondly, we should note two objects
should also have policy objectives spelled
which the Act (and therefore
the
out in our legislation.
So you will
regulator) is to promote Subclause 3(e)
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gives Broadcasting Services a role in
"developing and reflecting a sense of
national identity, characterand culture’:
Subclause 2(i) requires the Act "to
promotethe provisions of high quality and
inrmvative programming’:Paradoxical as
it may seem, neither promoting a sense
of national
identity
nor quality
programminghave ever before been l~,~d
as objectives of broadcasting policy.
Thirdly, commercial and community
broadcasting services providers (but not
the others) are to be encouragedto provide
"a balanced coverageof matters of public
interest" and "an appmpriate coverage of
matters of local significance", to respect
"prevailing community attitudes
to
matters of taste and decency" and to
establish
"appropriate
means for
addressing complaints".
Fourthly, and applying to all the
categories of service, regulatory policy is
to be applied across the range of services
according to the degree of influence that
the relevant service is able to exert in
shaping community viev~. In speeches
since the release of the Bill, the Minister
has used the words "pervasive" and
"persuasive" to expandon this notion. On
other occasions departmentalofficers have
spoken of "modularregulation". To put it
bluntly, the more clout your ser~ce has,
the more regulation you can expect.
The implications of these four matters
collectively represent a watershed in the
way Australian
governments have
thought about broadcasting. They are
radical in the classic meaning of that
term; in going to the very roots of the
conceptual framework we bring to the
subject.
Planning
et me take you nowto planning.
If there is a bombwaiting to
explode in this Bill it is in
planning.
Again, I am not
unwilling to hear the explosions, but I do
know that they are coming.
Youwill recall that I referred earlier to
the concept of managing for abundance
The rationale for regulating braodcasting
has rested upon three central notions:
scarcity, public interest and accountability.

L
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Scarcity, because the electromagnetic
spectrum is a limited (albeit renewable)
natural reseurc~ Public interest, because
broadcastiag is uniquely powerful.
.4acountability, because the privilege of
controlling
these scarce, uniquely
influential, natural resources can be
~ranted to only a few. This implies a
reciprocal obligation to serve the
community;ie the breadc~ter is a trustee
Use of Spectrum to be
Maximised
he new regime demolishes
scarcity
as a planning
imperative Indeed, it tells the
ABTthat unless the Minister
has deliberately reserved capacity for
national or communitybroadcasters, it is
to "ensure that the maximumuse is made
of the Broadcasting Services Bands"
(section 28(1)).
Onmyreading, this deceptively simple
phrase "maximum use" has all the
revolutinnary potential
of "liberty,
equality and fraternity".
P~rhaps the
authors understood what they were
saying or perhaps they kne~v not what
they wrote.
That is not to say that future
developments like digitisation are not
recognised; they are. However,those who
have not workedin the field often do not
realise that to change even one of the
quite simple assumptions made by the
engineers in developing their planning
guidelines can have huge consequences.
Let me remind you that if the old PMG
planning guidelines had specified lower
levels of protection against interference,
we could have had some 4000 radio
stations in Australia since the 1930s.
Equally revolutionary
consequences
would follow simple changes in the
existing planning rules.
I am also unsure whether the authors
have fully allowed for the inherent
plasticity of the spectrum. The VI-IF band
can be used for radio, television or
telecommunications; the UHFband can
be used for radio, pay TVor cookingchop~
The planner whoseeks to ma,ximise ase
of the broadcasting bands is opening
Pandora’s box.

T

Public Consultation
n the other matter of opening
up the planning process,
however, I find myself in
enthusiastic agreement. In
performing its functions the ABAis to
make provision
for "wide public
consultation" (Section 27(1)), which
presumably means that we should never
8

again witness the spectacle of decision
makers hiding behind their technical
advisors in order to aveid debating
unpalatable truth~ Public consultation
processes are already widely used in the
Tribunal and I see con~zderablebenefit for
all concernedin their translation into the
planning process.
Before we leave planning, let me remind
you of the social contract supposedly
implicit in the granting of a broadcasffzng
licence: the broadcaster, as trustee, in
return for enjoying the privilege of a
licence, accepts the secial obligation to act
in ways which do not maximiseits prefita
(For example, it provides high levels of
relatively expensive Australian programs
or children’s programs).
Community Service

Obligations

t is something of a surprise to me
that the policymakers who were the
architects
of the bill did not
transpose the notion of community
service obligations (CSOs) from the
telecommunications legislation into this
Bill.
CSOsare a concept borrowed from the
social welfare debate surrounding
European integration and they rest upon
three legs: firstly that an organisation
enjoys a privilege
bestowed by
government;
secondly,
that the
govermmentimposes reciprocal obhgations
on the organisation; and, thirdly, that
these obhgaglonscan only be met at a cost
to the organisation. Their advantage is
that they provide a conceptual framework
for rational analysis and debate about
what are otherwise hidden cross subsidies.
Moreover,they reflect a specific ffnne, place
and technological environment, so that
they are dynamic,or capable of adaptation
to meet changing social and pohtical
expectations.
Few of the quite onerous conditions
impesed upon broadcasters by regulation
are accurately costed. While this has
suited the broadcasters (whoare vertically
integrated and not above padding their
costs to impress the public and the
politicians) it is not helpful to rational
decision making, There can be httle doubt
that the quality of the debate about
telecommtmicaVmns
policy improved wit
h
the use of the notion of the CSOs. And
while broadcasters have also profited from
fuzzing the figures in the past, they now
stand to lose unless a similar approach is
imported into the broadcasting debate.
I mean by this that the world of
abundance in which they will now be
obliged to live makes no allowance for
subsidising the local production industry
or showing great children’s program~
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Instead
of trying to defend the
indefensible, that is, to maintain their
oligopolies, they might be well advised to
ask how the cost of providing these
socially desirable, but very expensive,
programs is to be spread over other,
competing service providers.
Commercial Viability
et me make myself clear. I am
not suggesting that there should
be, for example, no Australian
requirements. But I am
concerned that the immediate reaction of
some network spokesmen (supported by
somepublic interest groups) has been to
argue that the concept of "commercial
viability" should be retained. Weshould be
clear in our mindsthat commercial
viability
reflects a regimewith substantial barriers
to entry. Unless we intend to have such
barriers (and it is probably impossible to
maintainthem),it is frnitless to dwellon the
past. In order to address the watershed of
1997 we need to think about new
arrangements. To quote the Minister: ’~he
future cannot be avoided:’
Enforcement
inally, a few brief words on
erd’orcement. The Minister has
made a point of stressing that
the Bill deemphasisesownership,
preferring to addressthe conceptof control.
The manifest deficiencies of the 1942Act,
he says, sprang largely from its obsession
with numbers."...the Act tried to specify
every meansby which control could exist,
was preoccupied with numbers and lacked
the flexibility to deal with the complex
corporate structures
of the modern
market place". (The new Broadcasting
Services Bill, 29 November1991).
I would agree with this. In the past I
have likened the 1942 Ac~to Dr Johnson’s
dog, which you may remember danced on
two legs. The marvel was not that it
dancedbadly, but that it dancedat all. In
recent days I have movedon to a different
analogy. I nowthink of the Act as one of
those obstacle courses used to train the
police, SASand similar medera heroes -the sort in which figures suddenly pep up
out of nowhere and the candidate has to
shoot or be shot. If he shoots a woman
with a child in her arms, he is a failure;
if he hesitates and the figure is a villain,
he is also a failur~ He can only win if he
shoots the villain. Cherchezle crimineL
The problem with the 1942 Act has
always been to decide who is a villain
before he or she dies of old aga
Accordingly, we welcomethe flexibility
provided by the pmposedregime and, in
particular, the capacity to address matters
Communications
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at issue before major transactions are
undertaken.
Let me finish by saying that the
Tribunal welcomes the Broadcasting
Services Bill and I congratulate both the
departmental officers whoproducedit and
the Minister whohas already brought it
to this point for their industry and their
initiative The debate in whichwe will all
nowhave to take part should be frank and

explicit if it is to be useful. But I should
not want myfrankness to be interpreted
as opposition.
Havingbeen involved in several similar
attempts at reform of the legislation I
have no illusions abeut the dimensionsof
their achievement.
Peter Westerway is Chairman of the
Australian Broadcasting Tribunal.

Bob Campbell gives a commercial broadcaster’s
on the Bill
he provisions in the Broadcasting
Services Bill whichare of concern
to the Seven Network are a
consequence of two fundamental
misconceptions by government.
ThefLrst misconception
is a belief that if
irreparable damage
to our existing television
services occurs on a sufficiently extended
timetable, the damageis acceptable And
secondly, the belief that a dramatically
increased numberof services will offer
viewers greater programdiversity.
At present, on any given night, a viewer
mightchoosebetween,say, one or two local
dramaseries, a local sitcom, local current
affairs and oneor twooverseasofferings (all
of them fLrSt runs). The alternatives are
quality alternatives -- and the choices are
meaningful.This is real programdiversity.
A choice between 10 or morebroadcast and
pay services, each rtuming inexpensive,
studio-based prcgrams,re-runs and overseas
product does not represent genuine or
meaningfulprogramdiversity.
What is at risk is an internationally
recognised quality television system,
generatinglarge scale local production. Our
governmentadvisors have chosen to ddraw
from the experience of the northern
hemisphere and ignore the economic
realities of a large and iselated ooantrywith
a small pepulation.
Thehigh quality of the existing systemis
no accident. Limitedrestraints on entry have
created an environmentin wifich it has been
possible to develop and nurture an
expanding inventory of quality local
programming. By any measure and all
relevant international
comparisons,
commercial broadcasters in this country
have devoted an extraordinarily
high
proportion of revenue to programming.The
latest available Tribunal figures indicate
that metropolitan broadcasters spent 85
percent of net revenues(after the deduction
of compu]sery licence fees and agency
commissions) on programming. Seventy
percent of this expenditure is spent on
Aastzalian pregram_ming.

T

perspective

Cost Cutting
ur high quality
system
devoting, as it does, such a
large proportion of revenue to
programming is fragile Not
fi-agile becauseof entrepreneturialexcesses,
mountains of debt or mismanagement,but
fragile simplybecausein all markets, five
very competitive~ervises dividedup between
one million people at one end of the
spectrumand 3.7 million peopleat the other
end of the spectrum continually push the
financial and creative resourcesof the system
to breakingpoint. Beforeinterest and tmx,
free-to-air commercialtelevision of the
quality currently enjoyedin Australia is a
marginal business.
Revenuegrowth over the short to medium
term will be nominal.Themal~er,faced with
stagnant revenue growth and with the
application of such a high proportion of
revenue to programming,there are very few
options that the conunercialbroadcastercan
prague to cut costs in o*~ter to maintain
marginal viability without cutting hack on
Australian producedprograms.Cost cutting
at the margin invoiving staff, capital
expenditure and administration is all but
completein the commercialindustry.
Therefore,revenueerosion as contemplated
post 1997will leave existing broadcasters
with only one choice That is, to take the
cleaver to the current leveI of domestic
production. For those pmgrems
that remain,
the quality of writing, casting and overall
productionwill suffer.

O

Pay TV and Advertising
ne of the big issues in the
Broadcasting Services Bill is
the introduction of pay
Prom the experience gained
in overseas markets, it is clear that as
penetration rates for pay TV become
significant (upwardsof 20 percent)broadcast
astworkswill face a significant reductionin
audiencelevels.
This reduction will put a cap on
advertising rate increases belowthe cost of
living increases and, if the overseas
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experienceis anythingto go by, well below
the rate of increase in programprices, With
20 percent penetration, pay TVwill (after
1997) begin to become attractive to
advertisers, thus diverting advertising
revenue t~m broadcasters. This expanding
revenuebaseavailable to payoperators, ~vill
meanaggressive competition for available
programmingthereby driving prices even
higher.
Advertising budgets are finite and
therefore there is a substitution effect
between free-t~air broadcasters and pay
operatomPay operators the world ovor set
subscription rates to cover programming
and
other operating costs. The high margins
associated with the advertising streamswill
enable pay TVopomtorsto offer advertisers
deep cost per thousand discounta
Effect

on Programming

n the United States, the audience
and revenue erosion of U.S. broadcasters’ schedules has resulted in
a market trend towards what is
termedmore ’cost effective programming’.
This means:
¯ fewexpensiveone-offs;
¯ a markeddecrease in the numberof drama
series produced;
¯ a shiftfromexpensive
dramaseries
formats (including location shooting)
less expensiveformats;
¯ a significant increase in relatively
inexpensive studio based situation
comedies;
¯ a significant increase in magazinestyle
(reality) programming.
This means more HardCopy and Cops and
less LA Lau~ Murder She Wrote and 60
Minutes, which would be replaced by an
extensive menuof repeat programmingespecially off-peak and in prime-time
shoulders.
1997 Sunset
he logic of having a proposed
sunset clause of i July 1997for
three commercial broadcasting
services that coincides with the
expiration of the pmpesedmoratorium on
advertising for pay TVand the introduction
of unlimited additional pay services, is
perverse.
Australian broadcasters will be facing a
period of profoundstructural adjustmentin
the period leading up to 1997.Urfless proper
care and attention is providedto the correct
balance betweenf~e-t~air broadcasters and
the newsubscriptionservices, the landscape
could look like this:
¯ audience erosion from pay will be biting
hard;
¯ advertising on pay will becomeintrusive;
¯ there will be a completely new
programming landscape
9

Self-regulation
he public interest groups have
been appeased (at least to some
extent) by the effective continuations of quotas relating to
children’s programming and Australian
content, while at the same time proposing
an open skies policy of new frequencies
and pay T’V: But even the most
elementary economicsstudent can see the
conflicts. Certair~ly eventhe architects of
the new Bill recogniso that program
standards in the new env£ronment are
"increasingly difficult to justify".
Much has been said of the new
Australian Broadcasting Authority and
self-regulation. Given recent experience,
you will have to excuse a broadcaster’s
cynicism in saying that guided self
regulation under the ABAis likely to be
more of the same with much more
dracoulan penalties than is currently the
casa In our vie,v, there should be either
true self-regulation with substantial
penalties or the retention of the status
qua

T

Audience Reach
ne superficially
pleasing
aspect of the draft Bill is that
the Government proposes to
implement its 75 percent
audience reach policy, thus allowing
capital city national networks to remain
in place as opposedto having four cities
in a capital city networkand one city in
isolation.
Pleasing as this is, and despite the hard
work we have put into achieving this, I
wouldgive it up tomon~ow
for the security
and belief that proper thought had been
given to both the on-going counnercial
viability
of operators and proper
consideration had been given to the
retention of the quality and depth of
television that this country has become
renownedfor.
The new Broadcasting Services Bill, in
our contention, represents an unrealistic
and uninformedpolicy agenda and will be
subject to vigorous representation by us
in Canberra.

This the edited text of a speechgiven by
Bob Campbell to a CAMLAluncheon on
21 November 1991.

Bob Campbellis the ManagingDirector of
the Seven Network.
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Les Hell finds that the new B|li
Australian commercial radio

will cause vast changes to

rem the standpoint of commercial
radio, the essence of the Broad-casting Services Bill is that
barriers to entry are going to be
either removedor reduced to the absolute
minimum, without regard to whether
stations can remainviable Also significant
is the fact that radio will be excludedfrom
the cross-media ownershiprules.
At the outset, let mesay that I havegreat
doubts whether the final result of this
revolutionary piece of legislation will be a
better commemial
radio system than the one
we have Both in technical and pmgram
service terms, the current system provides
a high quality sorvic~ Timespent listening
to Australian sommexchlradio is amongthe
highest in the worl&
More Services
t certainly does not follow that more
is necessarily better. Advertising,
which is the sole source of revenue
for commercialradio, is finite. The
morettiinly that revenue has to be spread,
the more pressure there will be to reduce
costs, a fact whichultimately will have to
be reflected in the services provided.
The approach being pmposodis highly
derivative of other countries -- New
Zealand in particular. In myopinion it is
far too early to conclude that the New
Zealand experiment is anything more
than that -- an experiment. Wereally
have no evidence that New Zealand
listeners are benefiting from the new
regime; no indication, for example, that
the public is better served as a result of
the fact that almost all radio news now
emanates from one central source And
finally, is the experiment in NewZealand
designed for a population of three million,
really relevant to the far more diverse
service which already ex~as in Australia,
currently serving a population of 17
million people?
Radio Formats
t is not difficult to predict what at
least some of the consequences of
the Bill "will be Formats will
become more and more specialised.
For every format there is an economic
limit dictated by the numberof listeners
it can attract, and obviously the potential
number of listeners in every market is
finite. Morestations therefore meanfewer
listeners per station, on average, and
intensifies
the task of identifying

particular programpreferences in a costeffective mannenHowever,it can be fatal
to get too deeply into niche radia If you
are delivering
fewer and fewer
customers per staffmn, niche broadcasting
-- extended too far -- is not the panacea
that some people think. Ia addition,
advertisers will be able to target their
customers with increasing precision. This
is simply a logical outcomeof increased
programspeciaiisation.
Cost-cutting will be refined to an art
form. There will be less duplication of
resources, moresharing of facilities, more
syndication of pmgrams,less localism in
regional markets. Deals will be made
even between competitors to reduce
expenses. There will be staff reductions
and in somecases a reduction in the level
of service provided.
Stations will be bought and sold like
second-handcars. This will probably give
rise to the emergenceof a new industry
such as they have in the United States -station brokers.
According to the essay which
accompanied
the Bill,
the new
broadcasting authority will have to work
out a mechanism for a price-based,
competitive prceess for determining who
will receive licences. Consideration may
have to be given to the transition of
existing licensees to whatever new
appmachis adopted, and to moving from
an on-going taxing regime to a once-only,
"up front" payment as economic rent.
Digital

Audio Broadcasting

hem does not appear to be any
guarantee or assurance that the
existing licensees will be given
any preference
or even a
gtmranteed place in the continuing march
of technology -- in DAB,for exampleThe
imperative of disposing of FMfrequencies
as quickly as possible also raises
questions. A cynic could be forgiven for
discountingthe lofty ideals set out in the
ministerial statement and postulate that
the Government, having indicated that
DAB
will be with us in five years or less,
must ,move quickly to sell off the
remaining FMfrequencies before they
becomeeither worthless or have to be sold
off at giveawayprices.
The "one to a market" limitation which
wouldapply in markets of less than seven
commercialradio services is unnecessarily
restrictive With radio removedfrom the
cross media restrictions, them would be
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nothing to stop a local television station
or a local newspaperfrom also controlling
a local radio station, thus gaining two
media outlets in the one market. Why,
therefore, prevent the holding of tworadio
outlets in any market when the system
is supposed to be committedto providing
listeners
with as many services as
possible?
Program standards
he highly commendableattempt
to simplify the drafting maynot
always achieve the intent of
reducing legalism and potential
litigation. I think this particularly applies
in the area of programstandards, and in
clauses such a sub-clause 43(3) which
provides that where a commercial radio
licensee "broadcasts a significant
proportion of contemporarypopular music~
the ABAmay impose a condition on the
licensee requiring the licensee to
broadcast a specified percentage of
Australian contemporary popular music"
It is not clear if wordslike "significant",
"contemporary" "popular" and "music"
refer to ~ompositions, performances or
both. All are badly in need of definition
-- including the word "Australian".
Weneed to rememberthat the proposed
legislation
may undergo significant
change. The Opposition may well
introduce substantial amendments and
the Bill may be extensively modified
during the general consultation process.
Many of us, however, remember the
charade involved in the consultation
processes for other activities such as the
ForwardDevelopmentUnit for radia That
so called ’consultation’ left us with a
feeling that it was more of a formality
than a desire to benefit from the
experience of the industry whichhas been
serving the people of Australia extremely
well for 65 years.
But I am optimistic that the approach
will be different this time Wemust a~valt
the outcomeof such perennial issues as
commercialviability, regulation versus
self-regulation, public accountability and
Australian content.
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Les Heil is the Mana~ngDirector of
KZFMRadio and has received the Order
of Australia for services to the radio
indusl~

John Grifflths inspects the teeth of the proposed Australian
Broadcasting Authority
he Broadcasting Services Bill
contemplates a very different
regulatory body to administer
broadcasting legislation than is
the case at present. The Australian
Broadcasting Tribunal ("ABT") will
replaced by the Australian Broadcasting
Authority ("ABA").The Goverrauantexpects
the ABAto operate as an overseeing body,
more akin to the Trade Practices
Commissionor the Australian Securities
Commission,than to the ABT.The ABAis
expectedto be proactiverather than reactive,
to conduct informal and in camera
investigations in preference to public
hearings, and to exercise widediscretionary
powem
on a range of matters with muchless
parliamenta~ guidance than is contained
in existing legislation.

T

holders generally complywith their legal
responsibilities.
No-onecould deny the
need for somereforms of both a procedural
and substantive natur~ But the distorted
perspectives
described above have
produced a Bill which contains many
overreactions and proposes "solutions"
which pay inadequate attention to the
need to:
(a) allow appropriate public participation
in broadcasting regulation;
(b) safeguard individual rights and
interests; and
(c) ensure proper accountability of public
administrators.
ABA’s role

he ABAwill have a wider range
to perform than the
ABT.
Its
primary tasks will
Incomplete picture
include
quasi-legislative,
licensing, regulatory, administrative,
he Bill paints only part of t,h,e
advisory, plarming, arbitral and quasipicture of the Governments
judicial
functions.
expectations of the new ABA.
Is
it
desirable
or appropriate to vest
Many matters are entirely
such a wide and disparate range of
omitted or left teasingly unansweredin
functions in a single body? Wouldit not
the Bill. The Minister’s Explanatory
be more sensible to cxeate a two-tier
Statement paints a fuller yet still
system,alongthe lines of the TradePractices
incomplete
picture
of how the
Commission and the Trade Practices
Governmentexpects the ABAto operate;
Tribunal, and divide administrative
for example, howit will enforce not only
responsibilities fromquasi-judicialfunctions?
the letter
but also the spirit
of
It is not clear whether the proposed
broadcasting law; howit will use external
powers to issue binding opinions on
consultants and corporate lawyers in its
control and categorisation of broadcasting
investigatory work, particularly in the
services are invalid on the grounds that
areas of control and suspected criminal
they
amountto the conferral of judicial
offences; and howit will conduct control
poweron an administrative body, contrary
audits behind closed doors to detect
to the separation of powers required by
breaches of control provisions.
the Constitution. The Bill provides that
We are told in the Explanatory
the ABA’sopinion on categorisation of a
Statement that this brave new world of
broadcasting service or whethercontrol of
broadcasting regulation is necessary to
a licence exists or will exist, confers
put a stop to the bad old days in which
protection against penalties being applied
licensees are portrayed as exploiting
elsewhere under the Bill. That pretection
loopholes in ownership and control
or immunity runs for five years in the
restrictions and generally avoiding their
case of categorisation
opinions and
obligations in the face of a powerless,
indefmitely
in
the
case
of
control
opinions,
cumbersomeand largely ineffective ABT.
assuming
circumstances
remain
However,the picture painted of the ABT
substantially the same as in the original
as an ineffectual regulator frequently
application. Accordingly, those opinions
outsmarted by a broadcasting industry
have
a conclusive or binding quality about
hell-bent on legalism, avoidance and
them
which distinguishes
them from
exploitation of loopholes grossly distorts
other administrative discretions.
reality.
The ABT’s involvement in
inquiries such as those relating to Alan
ABA procedures
Bond, the Seven and Ten restructtu~s
and, more recently, Tourang’s bid for
feature of the proposed
Fairfax, demonstrate just howsharp its
reforms is the sharp shiR
bite can be~ It is also importantnot to lose
away from the conduct of
sight of the fact that the overwhelming
inquiries by way of public
majority of licensees and their share-
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hearing to a much more informal and
flexible system involving the conduct of
private investigations by the ABAwith
public hearings being held only as a last
resort. While such a system mayresult in
administrative eitlciencies
and cost
savings, real issues are raised as to
whether such processes allow appropriate
public participation in, and knowledgeof,
the ABA’s activities
and also as to
whether adequate safeguards exist to
protect important individual rights and
interesta Althoughthe Bill confers a right
to have an adviser present during a
private investigation, curiously there is no
express guarantee of legal representation
in an ABApublic hearing: the matter is
lei’c entirely to the ABA’sdiscretion.
l~kn’thermore, the ABA’spowersto conduct
investigations seemto be at large and are
virtually unrestricted.
Discussion of these significant matters
is handicappedby the host of issues lei~
unansweredin the Bill regarding details
of the ABA’sprocedures. For example, is
it intended that the ABAwill be master
of its ownprocedures?If so, will the ABA
formulate uniform procedures applying to
each of its various functions? Whatwill
such procedures involve?
A pemon can be compelled to attend
before a delegate of the ABAto answer
questions
on oath and/or produce
documents. Failure to answer a question
that is relevant to a matter the ABAis
either investigating or is to investigate
carries a fixed penalty of one year’s
imprisonment. The Bill stipulates that
such investigations and examinations
must take place in private, leaving no
scope for a person summonedbefore the
ABA’sdelegate to elect to have the matter
dealt with publicly. The Explanatory
Statement defends such secrecy on the
grounds that publicity might prejudice
criminal prosecutions. The broadcasting
industry is effectively being told by Big
Brother that it must suffer a loss of
individual rights becauseof the possibility
that a few maycommitcriminal offences.
This shroud of secrecy and private
inquisition is heightened by the proposed
power in the ABAto compel attendance
at private conferences during the course
of a publi~ hearin~ Such conferences may
be ordered to take place in the presence
of a memberof either the ABA
or its staff.
Failure to attend can result
in
disquali/icatian from participation in the
public hearing.
Whether the ABApublishes a report
about any particular investigation is lefl~
entirely to its discretion, except in those
instances (which are likely to be rare)
where the Minister has directed an
investigation take place Consequently,
the requirement to provide a person
12

affected by findings in an investigation
with an opportunity to commentwill not
apply to all investigations conducted by
the ABAor its staff. Andsince the Bill
provides elsewhere that ABAmembers
mayreach decisions not only on the basis
of the evidence or material put before
them in an investigation or hearing, but
also may rely on "their knowledge and
experience" in arriving at decisions
(clause 158), isn’t there a clear risk that
decisions adverse to individuals may
subsequently be taken on the basis of
untested and unpublished information
which has comeinto the ABE’spossession
during the course of one of these private
investigations conducted by a delegate?
Where is the natural justice in that
scenario?
The procedures to apply to public
hearings are vague and uncertain. The
few previsions in the Bill dealing with
hearing procedures give rise to other
problems. For example, where the ABA
has completed a hearing, it must prepare
and publish a report setting out its
findings. That is a sensible requirement,
but it is unclear if this obligation is
different from the standard obligation on
administrators
imposed by beth the
Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review)
Act and the Acts Interpretation Act to
provide upon request written reasons for
decisions and also identify findings of fact
and refer to the material or other evidence
upon which such findings ~vere based.
Accountability
he Bill contains what are now
standard provisions relating
to the powerof the Minister to
notify the ABAof general
policies of Government
and to give specific
directions of a general nature as to the
performance of the ABA’s functions.
Otherwise, the ABAis not subject to
direction
by or on behalf of the
Commonwealth.The ABAis charged with
responsibility for advising the Minister on
the operation of the Act.
The Bill expressly pmvidesfor various
forms of ABAaccountability but their
adequacyis to be questioned. For example,
the Bill sets out a range of ABA
decisions
which will be amenable to review on the
merits by .the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal (’AAT’). That list includes some
decisions which at present cannot be
appealed to the AAT; for example,
decisions relating to the alteration of
service areas (to be called "licence areas").
Closer scrutiny, however,reveals several
key omissions. Most notably, no right of
appeal to the AATis provided in respect
of the ABA’spowerto give an opinion as
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to in whichlicensing category a particular
broadcasting service falls, or whether a
person is, or would be, in control of a
licenc~ Consequently, not oMyis a
disappointed applicant for such an opirdon
unable to seek merits review, but an
affected third party aggrieved by an ABA
opinion which is favourable to the
applicant is unable to test that opinion
before the AATPresumably the only
recourse available to such a person would
be to commence judicial
review
proceedings in the Federal Court
challenging the ABA’sopinion on grounds
of error of law. But that course will not
be free from difficulty due to doubts
regarding standing and the procedural
limitations of judicial reviews.
Other key decisions of the ABAwhich
will impact on individual rights are also
excluded from the AATappeal list. For
example, the ABA’sdecision to issue a
notice under clause 71 aimedat rectifying
a breach of provisions relating to control,
foreign ownership,directorships, or cross
mediarestrictions, is not subject to merits
review. The failure to provide for AAT
appeal of such notices was deliberate. The
Explanatory Statement defends the
position on the ground that notices are
issued to correct a breach of the ACt and
will form the basis of a prosecution of a
licensee for an offence Accordingly,it is
said that "it is inappropriate for the AAT
to be in a position of considering whether
a prosecution should be launched and, as
such, notices are not subject to AAT
appeal". Interestingly, the Bill provides
that the ABAis empo~veredon application
prior to a transaction taking place to
approve a temporarybreach and a refusal
to make such a decision is amenable to
AAT review at the behest of the
unsuccessful applicant.
Finally, also conspicuousby its absence
from the list of docisions amenableto AAT
review are ABAprocedural decision~ The
possibility of ABTprocedural decisions
being exposedto AATreview is one of the
matters dealt with in the Administrative
ReviewCouncil’s current dissuasion paper
re’Aewing ABTInquiries Procedures.

Dr John Griffiths is a partner in the
Sydney office of Blake DawsonWaldron
Solleitora
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Beth McRae of Open Channel puts the
community television
case
n .all the recent attention and debate
surrounding Australian media ownership, regulation and control, the
introduction of pay TVand current
focus on the Goverument,
draft Broadcast/rag
Services Bill, there is a notable absenceof
consideration in circles of powerabout the
meaning and effect of the imminent
introduction of non-profit community
television and its inclusion in the likely use
for the remainingsixth television channel,
UH:F31.
Tossed in with the grabbag of future
television services, community access
television is perchedalongsideconsideration
of educational television, parliamentary
television and, in a somewhatmystifying
movefor the film industry, possibly an
additional outlet for independent film
producers. The House of Representatives
Standing Committee on Transport,
Communications and Infrastructure
(HRSCOTCI)
inquiry into the possible uses
of the sixth high powertelevision channel
is expected to be completedfor tabling in
Parliament by the end of May1992, which
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will allow sufficient time to garner
convincing arguments for the community’s
right to access at least a small slice of
airwaves
However,
the inquiry’sotY~=~tive
of deciding
on a fair and effective structure for the new
channel that can accommodate
all interests
will be a hercnlean task. Alreadychinks in
the argument have emerged with
educational television advocates proposing
use of evening prime time with community
broadcasters relegated to the weekends.The
community
TVsector intend to rn~ximiseceoperation with other sectors but am not
likely, to tolerate being shoved aside to
downtimeviewing slots.
Anylegislative changes that stem from
t-IP, SCOTCIwill need to be tabled in
Parliament by the end of May1992to allow
for incerpomtioninto the Government’s
dmtt
BroadcastingServices Bill for whichpublic
commentcloses by the end of February.
Already criticism has been voiced about
the Broadcasting Services Bill’s proposed
changes to sponsorship regulation and the
deWimental
effect on the financial reseurcing

Bob Weis puts the production industry’s
to the Bill
here is muchto like about the
BroadcastingServices Bill. It is,
for instance, written in plain
English and it is therefore
relatively
easy to understand. The
Australian Broadcasting Authority (ABA),
the new regulator, and broadcasters both
present and future will have a clear
understanding of the regulations and
what can happen in cases of breach.
With the introduction of pay television
via satellite and the possibility of a great
many new services delivered by fibre
optics toward the end of the decade, the
BSBtries to be as technologically neutral
as possible, while addressing the problems
of allocation of frequencies and regulation
of service providers.
There are some anomalies in the Bill
as it stands. The most obvious one is the
attempt to bring the ABCand the SBS
within the control of the ABA.
From the SPAApoint of view, however,
the problems with the BSB are not
related to the agendaas set out in the Bill
but to those things that are not adequately
dealt with or indeed not dealt with at all.
Reregulation in broadcasting is a global
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case for changes

phenomenon as governments come to
grips with the impact of new technologies
and the proliferation of services. The
major areas of concern in manyof these
attempts can be summarised under two
bread headings: cultural and economicIn
many ways the arguments about the
broadcasting industries intertwine these
two topics in beguiling ways.
Cultural Imperatives
ustralia is the only country
that has quotas for local
content. Everybody else has
quotas for foreign content.
Largely a hangoverof the cultural cringe
we still
have to fight about the
preservation of domestic standards. The
BSBallows for transitionary arrangements for content standards until the
ABAsots in train the processes to
determine new ones. Meanwhile the EC
has determined a minimum50% of local
production for member states with
states setting
higher
individual
percentages.
The USApresents a curious case.

A

of any viable communityTVservice The
draft Bill restricts sponsorship to four
minutes an hour, whereas the current
Broadcasting Act has no restrictions,
althoughthere is little or no restriction on
the content or form of sponsorship
announcements.
There will presumably be detailed
discussion about the self determination
requirementfor a codeof practice and setting
of limits for sponsorshipannouncements
by
both the television and radio sectors of
communitybroadcasting during the coming
week~.

A further concern about the draft Bill is
the allocation of the broadcast spectrumon
a user pay basis, which will inevitably
exclude any communityuse This of course
emphasises the critical
urgency for
communityTVto prove that any decision
about the use of UHF31 should recognise
the priority of the public interest.
During January and February, the coordinator of[ the Public Broadcasting
Associationof Australia will be organising
seminars in Sydneyand Melbournecnlminating in a national seminar to formulate
submission to the HRSCO’I~I
inquiry.
Beth McRaeis the General Manager,Open
Channel of Melbourne
Ostensibly
they have no content
regulations. Over the past fflty years of
broadcasting the US networks have
screened one foreign TVseries. Clearly
with this kind of cultural chauvinism
there is no needfor legislative protection.
The Canadian Broadcasting Act of 1991
gives tremendous importance to the role
of locally originated programmingin the
Cultural life of the country and spends
much language on the requirement for
Canadianbroadcasters to pay attention to
the need for programmingthat reflects
their society. It also talks of issues of
quality and innovation. While the BSB
certainly mentions issues of cultural
identity and quality they are listed fifth
and sixth in the objects of the Act. The
cultural objectives of reregulation of
broadcasffmgshould be put right up front
to let the industry and the Australian
people know that what is being
contemplatedis a broadcasting reg-hne for
Australians.
While the BSB does not envisage
dropping domestic content standards on
free television it does not give any
guidanceon what they should be. The Bill
should reflect the need to enshrine
appropriate levels of domestic content.
Our view is that this should begin at a
minimumof 60%across all time zones.
13

Economists and fiat

earthers

t has been argued b~v the flat earth
economistsin favour of deregulation
that our broadcasters are overregulated and that the market
should be left to decide on questions of
content. If the market wants Australian
pregrmv~it should be prepared to pay the
price Farther it is argued that content
rules create price distortions that work
against the free market.
While the subsidy/quota argument may
be relevant to the shoe industry (read car,
widget or any manufactured item) the
production of intellectual property rights
is fundamenta~y different. The cost of
selling a licence for using a programdoes
not have to bear any relationship to the
cost of manufacture A British production
company can produce an hour of drama
for $1,500,000, recoup most of its costs
from the UKand onsell rights to an
Australian broadcaster for say $30,000per
hour.
Having te competewith this product in
our domestic market on price is clearly
impossible The recoguition of this fact is
that broadcasters all over the world pay
a premiumprice for locally originated
material because of local content rules or
because of cultural ba~’iers to imported
material. In terms of cost efficiency the
Australian producers are among the
cheapest
in the world and are
significantly
cheaper than their US,
Canadian and UKcounterparts.

I

Microeconomic

Reform

he economic argument in
broadcastingis focusing entirely
on the wrongissue. While other
government
departments
attempt to wrestle with the problems of
microeconomic reform and structural
efficiency the BSBdoes not examinethe
structural relationships in broadcast
trading.
Australian business by and large prefers
monopolytrading to genuine competition
and the regulatory
and cultural
environment has tradiffmnaily encouraged
it. In the USAnetworks cannot produce
their own programs. Nor can they have
equity in the future sales of the programs
they commission.
Producers
and
broadcasters deal at arm’s length.
Similarly in the UKthe new rules for
broadcasters require a minimum25%of
all production be made by independent
producers (ie structurally independent
from the broadcasters they are supplying).
These arrangements deliver diversity,
choice and eco,nomic efficiency.
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Independent
producers
with low
overheads, compoffmg
for sales, are always
going to be cheaper than the networks in
delivering programs.
Australian networks, including the
ABC,are basically built on the 1950’s
model of total vertical integration of
manufacturing,
distribution
and
exhibition (retailing).
SPAAwould like to see a provision in
the Bill that requires broadcasters to
commission a minimumof 50% of their
total Australian content from independent
producers.
Further anti-monopoly
provisions need to be enacted to make
sure that uufair market strength is not
used to acquire future equity in
commissioned programs.
The film and television industry has
been subjected to thirteen separate
government inquiries in the past two
yearn The bipartisan support for the
industry for cultural reasons has been
strong for the past twenty five years, tt
is time to translate that support into
practical measures that affect the
fundamental terms of trade
Pay Television
he BSB~vill also pave the way
for the introduction of pay
television. Here again there is
almost a complete abdication of
policy making. The then Minister in his
explanatory notes and elsewhere explains
the need to tread softly in establishing
local content rules for the newservice by
comparingit to a retail operation where
the relationship between the customer
and the retailer determines the stock to
be carried.
In so far as it goes this is a reasonable
modelto apply. Subsoribere pay a weekly
fee and if they do not like the service they
are getting they don’t keep paying.
Therefore,it is argued, local content rules
might endanger the viability of the
operators who will be risking large
amountsof moneyto establish the servica
Elsewhere the then Minister argued
that the late arrival of newtechnologies
to our shores gave us the benefit of
learning from other countries’ successes
and failures.
The retail argument on the face of it
looks persuasive until we serutinise it in
detail and apply the overseas experience.
Audienceshere have demonstrated on free
TV their overwhelming preference for
Australian product. The conce~n~for pay
TV is the cost of local programming
comparedto the relatively small cost of
acquiring overseas (predominantly
American) movies for an entertainment
channel.
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Local Content on Pay
ere, we need to learn from the
French in the regulations
they applied to their pay TV
operator, Canal Plus. The
French governmentsaw the possibility of
a locally owned pay network having the
majority of its profits being siphoned to
Hollywoodand its inventory stacked with
studio product. They also wanted to see
a high percentage of French language
originated programming for cultural
reasons. They are very proud of French
cultur~
The rules they enacted are ingenious in
a numberof ways. I won’t list them all
here but the significant ones are:
1. Canal Plus cannot buy packages of
films,
they must purchase
transmission rights on a film by film
basis. This means that the studio
practice of selling blockbusterfilms as
a package cannot be used and the
channel’s inventory is not filled with
films they don’t want.
2. A fLxedacquisition cap expressed as a
percentage of after tax revenues is
imposed on program pm~hases. It
doesn’t say howmuchcan be spent on
any one film but it limits the total
acqnisition budget so that siphoning of
profits offshore is prevented.
3. 10% of revenue goes toward local
pregramming.
It should be pointed out that Canal Plus
is the most financially successful pay
operation in the world.
TheFrenchalso have high levels of local
content written into pay; 60% EC and
50% French language
original
programming. Canal Plus now accounts
for 40%of total French TVinvestment in
their local industry and 10%of overall
1~rench cinema production budgets.
SPAAis taking up these points with the
current Minister and the department over
the coming months. The opportunity is
there to reregulate the industry in a way
that delivers national objectives both
culturally and economically. The draft
BSBgoes someof the way. The final Bill
should go muchfurther toward structural
adjustments in the industry and sectafing
the Australian peoples’ right to see and
hear their stories and perspectives on
their screens.

H

Bob Weis is President of the Screen
ProducersAssociation of Australia.
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Importation

of foreign

actors

Martin Cooper discusses the background to recent changes to the Migration
and argues the amendmentswill
he importationof actors to appear
in film and television productions
has been a matter of vexeddispute
between the film and television
productionindustries and the various unions
involved, particularly Actors Equity, for
manyyears.
In an attemptto lowerthe level of dispute,
in April 1988, a voluntary agreement was
entered into between the producers and
Actors Equity pursuant to which the terms
and conditions of entry of foreign actors was
regulated subject to usual immigration
formalitiea
A~er experiencing the agreement in
action for sometime, the preducereperceived
that the importation of actors pursuant to
this Agreementwas urmecessarily inhibiting
and in December,1990 gave notice that it
proposed to terminate that agrsementon 22
February, 1991.

T

prove a laborious and arbitrary

fetter

to the importation of foreign actors and,
in absence of any consensus between the
producers and the unions, Secfflon 62 of
the Migration
Regulations
were
substantially amendedwith effect from 17
September, 1991.
The New Test

he effect of these amendments
is
to introduce a relatively
objective set of tests to apply to
the importation of actors, much
along the lines of the voluntary
agreement abandoned in February.
These tests divide productions into two
categories:
1. Govermnentsubsidised productions,
i.e, productions having any form of
Government subsidy other than
development
funding and tax
concessions ordinarily available under
Employment benefit test
Division 10B or 10BAof the Income
Tax Assessment Act; and
rom that date applications for
2. Non-Government subsidised prothe importation of actors wera
ductions.
dealt with by the Department of
With Government
subsidised
Immigration, Local Government,
productions, the test which is appIied is
and Ethnic Affairs (’DILGEA’)
primarily one of permitting various
accordance with Regulation 62(1) of the
numbemof imports depending upon the
size of the budget of the film production
Regulations made under the Immigration
Act, 1958.
and the nature of that production. The
This Regulation madethe essence of the
various categories are detailed and
relatively arbitrary.
importation requirements prior to the
Agreementlaw and applied the so-called
So far as non-Governmentsubsidised
productions are concerned, the only
’net employment benefit’ test which
requirement is that there be proof of a
provides:
"The entry of each overseasartist or non- reasonable opportunity having been
provided to Australian
actors to
performing creative or administrative
participate in all levels of the production
professional taking part in an Australian
production.., will result in the employment and that there is a clear need for the
foreign actor whose fee must be more
of at least one additional Australian
than met by foreign investment in the
resident within the entertainment industry.
production.
Sponsorsneed to showthat the entry of the
These new regulations use the word
overseas entertainer will generate more
employmentthan a local entertainer would "consultation" in relation to union input
generat~ if a local entertainer were to
but practice seemsto indicate that if the
union is opposedto the importation of an
undertake the same activity."
The guidelines
issued by DILGEA actor the chances of importing that actor
are very slim.
required that consultations take place
Very extensive guidelines have been
with the relevant Australian unions on
TM as to what constitutes
issued by DASETI
the employment or engagement of the
giving a reasonable opportunity to
foreign applicant in Australia.
Australians to play the role in question.
This test of importation was perceived
These "casting guidelines" effectively
by the unions as giving an unacceptable
require that professional auditions are
flexibility to producers. Under pressure
carried out such that an actor has every
from the unions, the Departmentof Arte,
reasonable opportunity to show his
Sport, the Environment, Tourism and
capacity for the role. Again experience
Territories
(’DASETF’) undertook
shows that unless actors’ agents show
extensive review of the ~uidelines relating
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Regulations

upon Australian

producers

great discrimination in the persons they
send to such casfflng sessions, the process
will be very lengthy and laborious.
Finally, the Regulationdetails a set of
guidelines as to the methodand process
by which consultation with Equity is to
occur. These guidelines require the
Producer to ~eveal a considerable amount
of detail about the financing and
production of his film in order to be said
to have consulted with the unions.
Laborious & Arbitrary
hile the new Regulation
has not been in force long
enough to permit any real
experience of the way in
which it will ~vork in practical terms to
be obtained, early experience wouldseem
to indicate that producers have had
imposed upon them a laborious and
tedious processevenif they fall ~vithin the
arbitrary categories of permitted imports.
Such a method of determining when
importation can occur is understandable
given the reluctance of bureaucrats to
becomeinvolved in qualitative decisions
about whether an importation is justifiable, but in the context of the internationalisation of the film and television
production industries it seems a somewhat arcane ff not unrealistic process.
Of course, the Governmentfinds itself
caught in the dilemmaof balancing the
need to ensm~ethat At~ralian tax payer’s
moneyis used in this area to promote
Australian culture but in such a way as
not to profit any reasonable economic
return being madefrom the production of
such "culture". The simple realities of the
international film and television market
place appear to be that if foreign acto~
are not used in manytypes of Australia
produced films, international commercial
success cannot reasonably be expected.
There will always be exceptional films
which are very "culturally exact" and
which attract a substantial international
audience, but as a general rule experience
shows the two are mutually exclusive
Whatever the dilemma the question
becomes whether it is an appropriate
thing for organisations such as unions to
be determining immigration policy or for
Augcralian producers to be burdened~vith
commerciallyunrealistic casting if they
are to obtain access to any form of
Governmentsubsidy. The extent of the
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Who will

be the

gatekeeper?

Holly Raiche discusses the AUSTELinquiry into privacy in telecommunications in Australia
USTELhas recently announced
an inquiry into The Privacy
Implications of Telecommunikcations Services’. The inquiry
will examinet~-o privacy issues: personal
information and intrusion.
Personal
information issues arise wheninformation
is madeavailable without the knowledge
and/or consent or the person involved.
Intrusion issues arise through, for example,
unsolicited telephonecalls by telemarketing
agents.
The inqtfiry’s terms of reference do not
include determining where responsibility
should lie for handling telecommunications
privacy issues or howthey will be enforced.
Clearly, the Privacy Commissioner
v~uld not
have jurisdiction over the private sector
secondcarrier. However,
the 1991legislation
has removed the new Australian and
Overseas TelecommunicationsCorporation
(AOTC)
fromthe Commissioner’s
jurisdiction
as well.
Section 6 of the Privacy Azt, defines an
agency(to whichthat Act applies) as:
"(c) a body... or a tribunal established
appointedfor a public purpose by or under
a CommonwealthEnactment..."
Whenthe AOTC
Act 1991 is proclaimed,
it will, under section 26, create an entity
which will be taken for the purpose of
Commonwealth,
State or Territory laws as:
"(a) not to have been incorporated or
established for a public purpose or for a
purpose of the Comrnonwealth’~
The Government’srationale for removing
AOTC
from the jurisdiction of the Privacy
Commissioner
was the ’level playing field’
argument. AOTC
should not be put under
restrictions which will not apply to the
secondcarrier.

A

Ucence Conditions
he only specific
privacy
protections required of the two
carriem are in their licences.
One licence condition requires
the carriers
(and any other mobile
operator)
to ensure that any raw
directories data is provided only:
"’(c) in accordancewith the Information
Privacy Principles set out in section 14 of
the PrivacyAct 1988as if the licensee were
an agency within the meaning of that
As well, in providing information to
emergecyservices, a licensee must:
"(b) ... do whateveris necessaryto comply
with the Privacy Act 1988 (and, in
particular, Information Privacy Principle
16

1~ of that Act) as if the licenseewereanagency similar to the way it was amended in
within the meaningof that Act."
1990 to cover credit provider~ Such an
The storage and release of information
amendment would ensure that privacy
whichis not coveredby the licence conditions issues across a range of areas are dealth
is unprotected.Fm-ther,the licences do not
with by one organisation with privacy as
mention how privacy principles will be
its primefocus.
enforced.
Giving the Privacy Commissioner
There are three options for lecating
jurisdiction over telecommunications
responsibility for privacy issues: AUSWEL, issues wouldalso mean that all privacy
the Privacy Commi~oner
(operating under
issues are handled con~tsntly.
an amendedPrivacy Act) or the proposed
Other advantages in extending the
Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman. Privacy Commissioner’s jurisdiction
include:
A Role for AUSTEL
¯ Theprinciples are clearly spelled out for
anyone to read and are enshrined in
nder the Telecommunications
legislation:
Act, AUSTELcould assume
¯ The process for public complaint is
responsibility
for privacy
clearly spelled out and enshrined in
issues as part of its general
legislation: anyonecan complainand at
ftmction of consumer protection against
no cost;
’unfair practices’. AUS’I~Lwouldhave to
¯ The functions of the Commissionerare
determine what carrier or service provider
’proactive’, requiring him or her to
breaches of privacy principles amountedto
"undertake research and monitor
’unfair practices’ and then use its powersof
developments, promote an underdirection to enforce its decisions on privacy
standing and acceptance of privacy
issues.
principles",
and importantly, to "conduct
AUSTELcould also provide privacy
audits
of
records
of personalinformation
protection throughits enforcementof licence
maintained
by
agencies".
Further, the
condition~As discussed above, however,the
Commissioner
has
strong
investigative
licences require carrier adhersnceto privacy
powers.
principles only on specific issues. Other
privacy issues wouldhave to be dealt with
Industry
Ombudsman
as ’tmfair practices:
The TelecommunicationsAct does provide
he third option is to incorporate
AUSTELwith mechanisms for handling
privacy issues into the kinds of
complaints and detailed provisions for the
complaints handled by the
conductof investigation~But it has not been
propesed industry ombudsman.
determined what processes AUSTEL
would
The
licences
require carriers to establish an
use in protect’rag an individual’s privacy.
industry
ombudsman
but, at this stage,
Certainly the part of the Act dealing with
nothing further has been decided on the
public inquiries does not nowrequire an
ombudsman’s structure or functions.
inquiry on privacy issue~
However, the propesed ombudsmancould
The concern with AUgYELassuming
come to some arrangement about privacy
responsibility for privacyprotection springs
issues, whichcouldat the least, drawon the
from AUSTEEs
stated terms of reference
Privacy Commissioner’s expertise and
which seek commenton:
produceconsistent resulta
"the weight whioh should be given to
The precesses of privacy protection in
privacy considerations in assessing the
telecemmanieaff~ons
are surely as important
potential economic and social impacts of
telecommunications servlee~ taking into
as the determinationsaboutspecific privacy
issuea Andclearly, those processes should
accountthe benefits and costs involved,"
be addressedas part of the public’s response
That looks very muchlike a trade off
to AUSTEEs
inquiry. Whateverapproach is
between an individual’s right to privacy
against cost. Nothing in the Privacy Act
follo~d, an individual’s right to privacy
suggests such a trade off should be made should have the samelevel of protection
currently afforded by the Privacy
Commissioner and the process should
The Privacy Commissioner
continue to genuinely open to the publia
nother option is amendingthe
Privacy Act to cover teleHolly Raiche is a Researcher and Policy
communications carriers (and
Advisor with the Sydney office of The
possibly other service providers) CommunicationsLaw Centre
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Peter Bartlett

Defamation

1991

reviews the main features of this long.awaited bill

ovember 1991 witnessed a
significant step towards more
uniform defamation laws in
Austraha, with the introduction
of bills into the Parliaments of NewSouth
Wales, Victoria, Queensland and the
Australian Capital Territory. The bills
largely follow the New South Wales
Defamation Act 1974, with some novel
reforms. Victoria, Queensland and the
Australian Capital Territory will need to
consider whetherthey wishto adopt in large
part, the NewSouth Wales Act, an Act
whichwasdescribed as complexand difficult

N

toapply.

Justification

Bill

-- truth and privacy

he Attorneys-General of Queensland, New South Wales and
Vi,,c!oria haveagreedto introduce,
a hybrid truth and privacy
defence. The defence will be available if
the publication is substantially true. The
defenceof truth alone will not be available
where the publication relates to the
health, private behaviour, homelife or
personal or family relationships of the
person concerned. The Bill then takes the
unusual step of providing some examples
of situations in which the publication of
a person’s private affairs
may be
warranted in the public interest.
It is felt by the Attorneys-Generalthat
truth as an absolute defence (which
presently exists in South Australia,
Western Australia, Northern Territory
and Victoria) does not sufficiently protect
a person’s privacy. Implicit in the above
argument is an acceptance by the
Attorneys-General
that the law of
defamation should provide a compromise
between the competing interests of the
individual’s right to privacy and the
public’s entitlement to being fully
informed.
A "hybrid truth and privacy defence",
assumes that reputation and privacy are
inextricably
linked. The Victorian
Attorney-General Kennan remarked that
"a law of defamation that permits the
mediato justify intrusions of privacy on
the basis of truth alone is no longer an
appropriate law".
It is questionable whether reputation
and privacy should be linked in such
t~rms. First, defamation and privacy are
concerned with different interests.
Defamationlaw is designed to protect a
person’s reputation. On the other hand
privay protects a person’s private matters
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such as marital or family relationships.
The recent disclosure in a Melbourne
Sunday newspaper of the HIV positive
status of an acclaimed ballet dancer
serves as a good illustration
of the
differences between the concepts of
privacy and reputation.
Invasion of
privacy was the ballet dancer’s real
~rievance However, to obtain a remedy
under the truth and privacy defence, the
ballet dancer wouldbe forced to bring an
action in defamation which inevitably
focuses on his reputation, when reputation was irrelevant to the grievance
complained of.
A further problem is that unwarranted
intrusions into a person’s privacy maynot
always be defamatory. For instance the
LawCouncil of Australia in its second
submission gave the example of a
politician of whomit was published that
his child was a drug addict. Even though
the politician mayhave felt there was an
unwarranted intrusion into his private
life, it was probablynot defamatoryof him
to say that his child was a drug addict.
In these circumstances no remedy is
available
Truth alone should be a defence in
defamation. Publishers should be free to
publish material that is true. If material
deals with privacy matters then the
appropriate remedy should be contained
in a new privacy tort.
Truth alone is also simpler, clearer and
easier to apply than a truth plus privacy
prevision. Proof of the truth of the matter
is sufficient. Journalists and editors are
also assisted in their work by the ease
with which they mayapply this rule The
inherent vaguenessof the notion ’privacy’
makesthe application of a defence of truth
and privacy more complicated. The media
and their legal advisors mayfind a need
to edit by secondguessing juries. This can
have a significant impact on freedom of
speech.
Contextual truth
t commonlaw the defendant
will only succeed in a defence
of justification if it can prove
the truth of every imputation
pleaded by the plaintiff.
The commonlaw has been modified in
NewSouth Wales and Tasmania. Section
16 of the NewSouth Wales Defamation
Act provides a defence to any imputation
complained of so long as one or more of
the imputations contextual
to the

A

imputation cemplalned of are matters of
substantial truth.
The Attorneys-General have proposed
the introduction of a defenee of contextual
truth, similar to s16 of the NewSouth
Wales Defamation .~,~t. However, the
defence will only be available where at
least one imputationis substantially true,
and the publication
carrying the
imputation was not an unwarranted
intrusion on the plaintiffs privacy.
It wouldseem to be in the interests of
justice that a defendant whocan prove
serious imputations against a plaintiff,
should not be liable for damagesif the
defendantfails to pmvethe truth of lesser
imputation~
Official

notices

very jurisdiction in Australia
affords some protection to the
publ/cation of official notices.
Victoria,
via s.5A of the
Victorian Wrongs Act, provides the
narrowest protection. Publication of
documentsis privileged so long as they
are issued by a senior memberof the
Victorian Police Force, and are for the
purposeof pretecting the public or gaining
information that maybe of assistance in
the investigafflon of an alleged crime All
other jurisdictions provide protection for
the publication of a notice or report by a
governmentdepartment or officer, at the
request of the governmentdepartment or
officer.
The preposal of the Attorneys-General
expands on the statutory
qualified
privilege previded for official notices by
extending the categories of protected
oif~cial report&A defencewill be available
for the publication of any notice, or fair
report or summaryof the notice of report
in accordance with an official request.
Official requests can nowcomefrom any
memberof the police force, a council,
board or other authority or a person
appointed for public purposes under the
legislation of any State or Territory or of
the Commonwealth.
Qualified privilege
he defenceof qualified privilege
is an acknowledgment that it
is, in some circumstances, in
the public interest for people
and the media to express themselves
freely, and be pretected, even if the
publication is untrue and defamatory.
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Correction

statements

ourt-recemmended correction
statements would be a novelty
~ to all jurisdictions in Australia.
As pointed
out by the
Attorneys-General, their intxoduction is
based on the belief that they "maybe very
effective in partially, or evenin somecases
fully, restoring reputation and assuaging
damagedfeelings:’
A prompt and well placed apology is
viewed by the Attorneys-General as often
the most appropriate remedyto restore a
person’s reputation.
Monetary damages have traditionally
been the main compensatory tool for
damaged reputations.
However their
status as the main remedyhas been said
to be more historical than practical. The
Australian Law Reform Commission was
shnilarly not enthused about damages
when it reported that "not merely are
damages inappropriate
to vindicate
reputation, the link betweenliability and
damageshas prejudiced plaintiffs".
However, the proposal in the bills
contains practical and administrative
pmblerr~ The creation of this new remedy
will impose additional legal expense on
both parties. There will be a need for. at
18

least two appearances before the Court.
An application for a correction statement
will be dealt with on an interleeutory
basis if defamation proceedings have been
commenced.Will the application be by
oral evidence or affidavit material? If by
affidavit, what does the mediatordo if the
defendant simply swears that it stands by
the story and will plead justification.
Variation in the standard of proof and
the admission of evidence between
interlocutory proceedings and trials can
also be of importance For instance,
hearsay evidence is admissible at
interlocutory
proceedings
but is
inadmissible at trial. The standard of
proof at interlocutory proceedings is the
balance of convenience, whereas at trial
it is basedon the balance of prebabifities.
The bills also omits to define the way
in which correction statements are to be
labelled. If the correction was labelled
’court ordered’ or ’court recommended’
then the public could be deceived in
thinking that the matter had been fully
settled, while if it appeared that the
defendant published it at his or her own
volition, subsequentsuccess at trial by the
defendant would corffnse the public
In terms of vindicating a person’s
reputation, a correction order wouldneed
to be obtained quickly. The AttorneysGeneral believed that "to be effective, it
is imperative that this system be a ’fast
track’ procedure." For defendants,
normally media groups, the ’fast track’
procedure maynot provide sufficient time
for a proper assessment of the matter. If
the Attorneys-General believe that court
involvementin this area is justified, which
is open to some doubt, a system of
compulsorypre-trial conferences, immediately after the issue of the proceedings,
would be preferable
The role of juries
n NewSouth Wales all defamation
actions are heard by juries. In the
Australian Capital Territory they are
all heard by a judge sitting alone In
Victoria both the plaintiff
and the
defendant can elect to have the case heard
by a jury, otherwise the case is head by
a judge sitting alone If the case is being
heard by a jury, the jury woulddetermine
both whether the publication
was
defamatory,and if so, the level of damages.
There will be no alteration to the
present law in Victoria. NewSouth Wales
and Queenslandwill allow the jury still
to decide whether the publication is
defamatory, but the judge will decide
quantum. The Australian
Capital
Territory Bill follows the NewSouth
WalesBill, but it is not clear whetherthat
envisages the introduction of juries into
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the Australian Capital Territory.
This is an area in w.hich there will not
be uniformity between the various states
This is tmfortunate A preferable course
is to allow the ju~y to continue to assess
damages, with the judge providing some
guidance, a system recently accepted by
the High Court. Without recounting all
the arguments for the retention of the
juries, it is still widelyacceptedthat a jury
has the capacity to reflect wide sectional
communityvalues In this sense, the walue
placed on a person’s reputation by a jury
is more representative of the social
morals. In addition, there is somedoubt
that the Attorneys’-General view that
judges deciding quantum will lead to
lower verdicts, is accurate
Umltation periods
he bills propose that actions in
defamation be brought within
six months from the date upon
whichthe plaintiff fLrst learned
of the publication, with an absolute
limitation period of three years.
If forum shopping is to be avoided then
proposed changes to the limitation period
need to be uniform. When limitation
periods differ between jurisdictions,
plaintiffs whose actions are barred by
jurisdiction have the opportunity to sue
in another jurisdiction
where the
limitation period is longer.
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Peter Bartlett is a partner with the law firm
MinterEllison.

Continued from p15
anticipated union involvement in the
immigration aspects of the importation of
artists is berne out by the fact that A~tors
Equity has now advertised
for the
appointmentof a full-time employeeto be
knownas the "Imported Artists Officer".
Finally, we must ask the question of
whether it is not appropriate that
Australian actors should attain their
professional status and acceptance solely
through talent rather than through
artiticial barriers to competition. In a
climate where such barriers are removed
for all mamffacturing and secondary
industries
we must ask whether they
should not also be removed for the so~
called ’cultural industries

Martin Cooperis the principal of Martin
Cooper&Associates, solicitor~ of Sydney
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Commercial Impact of the
Defamation Bills
Robert Todd discusses the practical
ustralia has moveda step closer
to uniformdefamationlaws with
the recent tabling in Queensland, NewSouth Wales, Victoria
and the Australian Capital Territory of drs~
Defamation Bills. The Bills mark the
culminationof a lengthy and contToversial
period of consultation whichis to continue
while the Bills proceed through the
Parliaments. It is anticipated that
consultation
will continue until
approximately February 1992 wheneach of
the governmentshave indicated that they
are likely to legislate to makethe principal
provisions law in each State.
The Bills adopt a format whichis similar
to that adopted by the NewSouth Wales
DefamationAct 1974. This will provide a
level of consistency and comfort for most
media organisations whowill be familiar
with the provisions efthe Act althoughsome
of the changesto the Act havebeencriticised
as being regressive or unnere~. The Bills,
like the Act, do not excludethe operationof
the commonlaw but insofar as the Act
provides, but modLfy
it in certain respects.
The adoption of the NewSouth Wales
DefamationAct as a basis for the newBills
mayassist in limiting the impact of their
introduction on the conduct of national
publishers or broadcasterswhoalready have
to adopt an approachof acceptingthe lowest
commondenominator to ensm~ compliance
withthe variety of existing State legislation.
The Bills will have their most significant
impact on publishers in States other than
NewSouth Wales. Lawyerswith experience
efthe NewSouth WalesDefamationAct will
be able to provide immediateadvice on the
Bills’ likely operationon those States.

A

Impact on Publishers
and Broadcasters

H

owever, the Bills will have a
significant impact on publishers and broadcasters in
the following areas:

Damages:While the legislators hope
damages will be limited by their
assessment by judges rather than
juries, this maynot be the effect of the
legislation. In jurisdictions whichallow
the assessment of damagesby judges
a number of high awards have been
made but low awards are not
uncommon.Thus, plaintiffs are more
likely to institute
and pursue
Communications
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effects of the new Bills

on broadcasters and publishers

proceedings ff judges’ assessments
result in greater certainty. Further, the
legal costs associated with defamation
litigation, are unlikely to be restrained
by this development given the
increasing impositionof costs penalties
by way of either offem of compromise
and/or the effect of the proposed
correction statements.
CorrectionStatements: It is likely that
these provisions will lead to a
signifiant numberof applications for
court recommended correction
statements to enable plaintiffs to take
advantage of the costs and damages
sanctions.
Most publishers
and
breadcastemwill need to have in place
a system for dealing with these
applications quickly and efficiently.
Limitation
Periods: Whilst the
reductionin 1Lrnitafionperiods is likely
to be beneficial to publishers and
broadcasters by eliminating some
potential actions, it is also likely to
encourage prospecfflve plaintiffs to
apply for a correction statement in
circumstances
where they would
otherwise have delayed action.
Legal Compliance: Publishem and
broadcasters will need to review their
existing compliancesystems to ensure
that they are updated and, im
particular, will have to ensure that all
journalists
and management
understand the Bills and their
operation.
Correction

statements

he most commercially significant of the proposed changes
will probably be the correction
statements.
Publishers, in handiing complaints, will
be under significant time constraints and
pressure Their response to complaints
and demands for correction statements
will require careful and speedyconsideration of any matters of significance and
importanceto publishers and journalists.
Clause 44 of the New South Wales
DefamationBill provides that a party or
prospective
party to defamation
proceedings (whether or not proceedings
have been commenced)may apply to the
court for an order recommending
that the
publisher publish in a specified way and
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time a correction order in the form
approved by a court or by a mediator
appointed by the court.
It should be noted that:
¯ Publication of the correction statement
is not mandatory.
¯ No inference of liability can be drawn
from the publication of the correction
statement.
¯ Evidenceof, or relating to, the correction
statement is not admissable in evidence
before a jury.
¯ Correction statement can only be
sought within a period of 14 days after
service of initiating process or prior to
the initiation of proceeding.~
¯ Correction statements are initiated by
way of a notice of motion before the
appropriate court.
Sanctions for correction
statements
lause 59 of the NewSouth
Wales Defamation Bill prorides that a court in assessing
damages or awarding costs
maytake into account five factors:
¯ Whether a correction statement was
published.
¯ Whetheror not a plaintiff applied for a
statement and an application for a
statement promptly.
¯ If a correfcion statement is published-whether it was published promptly, its
contents, position and prominence.
¯ If publication is maderu%ran order under
Clause44, the publisher’s reasonableness
in adopting the recommendationor any
unreasonablerdjection by a plaintiffof the
defendant’s willingness to publish such a
statement.
It is highlylikely that hi all actions,either
contemplated
or initiated, a prudentplaintiff
will makean application for a correction
statement to maximsethe potential award
of damagesor costs particularly as the
failure to do so mayadverselyaffect his/her
position. In those circumstances,publishers
must have in place a system by whichthey
can prepare material to establish their case
for an appropriate correction statement, or
that a correction statement wouldnot be
appropriate This proposed clause will
significantly increase the managerial and
legal time spent in dealing with complainta
Robert Todd is a partner at the law firm
Blake DawsonWaldron.
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Pay TV: A new policy
Kim Beazley outlines
ay TVis te becomean integral
part of a packageof reforms in
breadc~ting foreshado~l by
the Prime ~finister during the
1990 election- As you know the draft
enabling legislation for pay TVservices is
contained in the Bmadc~tingServices Bill.
The Bill is not, I stress, a final Government
position: it is the basis on which wideranging public consultation
can be
undertaken. However, there are some
fundamentalbuilding blocks within it which
deserve attention.
The commtmity and the industry must
realise howdifferent pay TVis fromfree-toalrT~
Free-to-air
TV has been the most
successful mass entertainment media in
lfistory and will continue that dominancein
mass audience reach well into the 21st
century. But there has always been
widespreadconsensus that the viewers need
governmentintervention to fully protect
their interest.
Often this has been by wayof regulation,
to guarantee adequate and comprehensive
cover or to ensure Australian content.
That is because it is the viewers whohave
always been the goods on sale in the
commercial TV market, rather than the
programs. It is the advertisers whohave
been the consumers, and they measure
the value of their purchase by the cost per
thousand reached, not the quality or
quantity of the programs on air.
Pay TVis different. It is a newmarket
place for programs,somewhatlike a retail
shop. The individual viewer chooses
whether to buy and which products are
bought. The monthly subscription returns
should give a clear indicatian of individual
levels of satisfaction with types of programs in a way not hitherto possible in
television. Unless the programpackageis
very different from free broadcasting, the
public will not pay for somethingthey can
obtain by simply turning on their TVseta
The regulation must recognise this
difference.
We must not make easy
assumptions about this new service, based
purely on radio and TVexperience.

p

Considerable Risks
he Government knows the
considerable risks in starting a
new business on the scale of a
national, satellite delivered pay
TVservic~ It will need a group of people
with vision, great skills and very long
pockets, to assist at the birth of this new
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Australia

the Govemment’splan for the regulation

of pay TV

The allocation of rights for the four
channel pay TVservice on Anssat will be
a price based allocation procesa I wishto
proceedas soon as possible with the sale,
but licence allocation cannot be concluded
until the enabling legislation is in plac~
Mypresent thinking is that we would
proceedas with the sale of Aussat and the
secondtelecommurdcationscarrier licenc~
Wehave learnt that this process has
positive features in this type of sale,
particularly
in gathering industry
information to enable practical licence
condiiJlOusand selection criteria to be set.
Weshould be advertising early in 1992
for expressions of interest in providing a
four channelsatellite service, as the fLrst
stage of the process. Further stages could
include a request for proposals and a
formal information memorandumfrom
the Government,before the final tender
process is concluded.
Existing broadcasters have argued that
pay TV will undermine their audience
base and affect revenues~ But even
without competition fi~m pay T~, average
weekly viewing declined in the 1980s as
viewers sought out their ownalternatives
to a night in front of free-to-air
programming.
However,as a safegum~i, the five year
advertising moratorium gives existing
broadcasters ample time to resolve their
current predicament and adjust to new
and emerging services such as pay TV.
Indeed, the decision enables some
diversification
of their broadcasting
operations to aid in that adjustment.

industry. But there is also a tremendously
exciting opportunity on offer. There is no
longer any reason why entrepreneurs
should not be given an opportunity to
balance the risks against possible gains.
It is because the Governmentrecognises
these risks that it has decidedthat there will
be a single four channel national pay TV
licence in the fn’st instanc~ The timing of
the allocation of rights to any further
channels will be a matter for Government
consideration. It is also in the viewers’
interest to have certainty about the supply
of the service as they are makingthreshhold
decisions as to whetherto buy"newreceiving
equipmentand subsoriptions.
Although most Australians will get to
knowsubscription TVthrough the national
pay service, the exTosuredraft leaves the
way open for niche sewices. This is an
Ownership Rules
opportunity for community language
services which would not be viable on a
hemis a limit to whichexisting
national scale and also for highly localised
broadcasters will be able to
operations and the licencing regime will
diversify their operations into
reflect this.
pay T¥:. I.___~ght-emphasise_~at
Atthis stage.it appeals_techn.o_l_og~es,
other this paint that a limit of 2~.per cent has
thanthesatellite,_c22?:n_
.2t provide_
l_a~.g.e.._sc_al~e~b_e~fi--impo-sgd;---fiot-because: ~f-~5~e
TV~-wl~e-g’fdf-s~al~ion.~f ~_he_.p_a_~of
Gov._~._ernmentparanoia about any media
tec’-IVn’oivgi~har~ge-qm~
the n~x~
~
ownership.Th-e~-is~_apDn_c~pleat stake
f~-ye~a~7",t h-e--d fbR--rfil ~ ~hbuld~rb~ide ~’~’r~--~bout the risks to society frown
efl~-ugh_flexibili_ty÷_fo_r_an_y_n..e~ce~sary i~s-tflT~ig~-di~e~i~-~f~)~ership in the
adjustm_e~en.ts.
m~di~-if pay TV is ~t ~t~u~tu/ed ~o
encourage new participants.
The
Licensing
G~vernment also hb~" ha-eye towards
adverse effects on business competition.
hrough the licence allocation
The Governmenthas already acted to
process, the Govermnentexpects
cap foreign ownership in commercial TV
to hold detailed talks with
because of television’s pervasiveness and
potential service providers as a
power to influence But pay TVis, as I
necessarypart of setting work,ablelicence
havesaid, different. Afar fiveyears it ~ill
conditions.
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households, and even then the audience
..vitl~ sl~re~-d over four channels.
But the Govermmentis also conscious
of the substantial capital resources a pay
TVoperation will require and that severe
limits on foreign equity could lead to
additional foreign debt, particularly since
them may be only a limited pool of
Australian investment funds. Banks are
certainly a lot tougher these days on
b~-oadcasting fipance A venture into pay
I"V could be enhanced by the equity,
experience, technical expertise and access
to program material overseas companies
could contribut~
The Governmentconsiders that it is in
the national interest to ensure majority
Australian
ownership for pay TV.
However,this is a new industry with an
as yet undetermined structure
and
market base. Specific limits could
jeopardise the ind~try’s viability if they
were locked in, at the wronglevel, before
the Govermmenthad the opportunity to
discover more details of that market.
After the expressions of interest phase,
the Governmentwill set the limits for
both aggregate cress media ownership
and foreign ownershipand either legislate
them, or make them part of the licence
conditions to be enforced by the new
Australian Broadcasting Authority.
Delivery

Technology

he Government has made an
in-principle decision that pay
TVdelivery technology should
be, to the greatest extent
possible, a matter for commemial
decision.
Nevertheless the Government sees
considerable
national benefits in
establishing commonin-home electronics
ir~rastructure that receives and manages
decoding and subscription services. This
would minimise consumer equipment
costs and minimise the likelihood of the
emergenceof a technological barrier to
entry for future market participants.
This is why the Government, with the
involvement of AUSTEL,
will be seeking
to get together with the industry after the
allocation process for the four channel
satellite service has been flnalised to
settle on a transmission systemwhichwill
optimise those benefits to the nation.
The Government will also expect the
successful four channellicensee to develop
a local industry packageto mini~m!sethe
involvement of Australian in~-u~-t~ the
development of pay T~ This should not
be difficult.

T

siphoning. There is no doubt that
Australian television
audiences are
accustomed to watching key sporting and
cultural events of national significance
The Government considered this should
continue to be the cas~
Wewere also aware that pay TVcould
also open up new markets for some
sporting events that nowget little free-toair coveragesuchas softball, netball or baseball. It should also provide morecoverage
for existing sports, whichhave only limited
coverage, like Sheffield Shield cricket.
Rather than prohibiting pay TV from
acquiring any rights to events of national
importance and cultural significance, the
Governmentsought to facilitate the wider
coverage of events by only banning pay
TVfrom the exclusive rights to events on
a special lJ.st before free-t~air broadcasters
have purchased them. This would allow
pay TV services to have access to
preg~-ammingbut would not prevent nonsubscribem from receiving important
events on free-to-air TV.
This list would be pmmulgatsd by the
existing Minister for Transport and
Communications, and I would imagine
could include such events as the
Melbourne Cup, the Comraonwealth
Gamesand football grand fmal~ However,
I expect that any public opinion on the
contents of the list will be expressed
during the public consultation phase on
the new Broadcasting Services Bill. We
must make it clear to potential pay TV
operators which events are to be protested
under the anti-siphoning provisions.
I also fully expect turnouts of sport
disappearing ~vill circulate regularly but
the Governmentintention is clear Pay TV
is designed to augmentfree-to-air sports
coverage.

Program Siphoning
ne issue which seemed to be
reported widely daring the
recent public debate over pay
TV was the issue of program
Communications
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Australian

Content

ustralian content on pay TVis
another important issue The
Government believes Australian content is an essential
componentin fulfilling its broadcasting
objectives.
There is evidence that
audiences have a preference for Aus~alian
drama, sport and news. I expect pay TV
to achieve a high level of Australian
content, from its inception, on any sport
and news channels. Where coverage of
cultural
events or educational
programmingis part of the package, it
will also need Australian content to build
subscriber interest. This will provide
employmentopportunities for presenters,
reporters, producers and camera crews.
I believe pay TVwill also provide an
additional outlet for Australian drama,
often seen as the leading edge of
programming which explores
the
Australian identity. Producerswill be able

A

to sell their programsto beth pay TVand
free-t~air TV, knowingthey have a bigger
range of customers. Many programs
producedin Australia for pay TVwill also
have significant export potential into a
world market where the expansion of TV
channels (largely subscription) is leading
to a demandfor programs that Hollywood
will net be able to satisfy.
Regulations for a minimmnlevel and
diversity of Australian content has been
applied to free-to-air broadcasting to
ensure that television
reflects
an
Australian identity and Australian
cultural values. The regulation also
provides a degree of security for the
Australian production industry.
But the Government has to take into
accountthedirect
contraffcual
relationship
between pay TV" subscribers and program
providem: if viewers don’t like programs
across the four channels they will not
subscribe Therefore pay TVis, more akin
to hLring a video or buying a magazine
The Australian content pe]J.cy mustreflect
consumem’ greater influence This is
already the challenge for producers and
programmers watching what happens in
the video shop and cinema.
The Governmentalso understands that
in the early years when it has only a
small subscriber base, pay TV will be
financially limited in its capacity to
commission muchin the way of the more
expensive
drama programs -- as
broadcastem were limited at the start of
television.
With no experience of pay TV in
Australia, there is the potential for
misallocation of resources ff mistakes are
made in trying to guess the viability of
the industry and subscriber demand.
In these ciroumstances, the Government
saw the benefit in determining any
prescribed level of Australian content
when more is knovcn about the cost
structure of the pay service This is why
it is more apprepriato that the Australian
Broadcasting Authority should consider
the Australian content requirements for
pay TV, when it is clearer what sort of
programmingis under consideration.
But there is no question of the
Government’s commitmentto the role of
pay TVin deepeningthe resource base for
Australian programming. Wemust all
learn as we go howbest to do this.

This is the edited text era 15 November
1991 address given by Kim Beazley, then
Minister for Transport and Communication~ to a Pay TV conferencein Sydney.
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Judicial
recognition
of the
insert
business
Allan Sorrell

discusses a recent English case which found that publications

can have valuable goodwill

as providers of inserted advertising material to their readers
he "Insert" business involves the
inclusion of supplementary
material, especially advertising
~ers, w~thinpublications such as
ne~spaper~It is a huge business worldwide
The NewZealand Herald, has mportediy
spent (NZ)$40millionto exploit this market,
including the purchase of a Swiss Femg
insert system, capable of regionalised
adverff~singinserts for anyone of six mgior~
The English Court of Appealhas recently
delivereda blowto someplayev~in the insert
business in a decision which was handed
downin June last year.

T

The dispute
ssociated
Newspaper Plc
publishers of the Daily Mail,
the Mail on Sunday and the
supplement You magazine,
sued Insert Media Limited. It sought an
injunction to stop Insert Mediainserting
advertising and other material into
Associated Newspapers’ publications.
Associated Newspaperswas already in the
business of selling the rights to insert
material and wantedto stop insertions of
unauthorised material.
After a five day hearing, the Court
granted the injunction, but Insert Media
appealed. The Court of Appeal judgment
gives persuasive guidance as to what
wouldhappenin #Lmilar situations before
the NewZealand and Australian courts.
It also assists in identifying what might
happen where advertising is attached to
other products.
Before the f~st hearing Insert Mediain
fact offered to print on each insert a
disclaimer dissociaffmgthe insert from the
particular
Associated Newspapers’
publication.
Evidencewas given that the Daily Mail,
had a circulation of 1.8 million, while The
Mail on Sunday and its supplement You
had a circulation total of 1.9 million.
The source of revenue derived fl’om
those publications was interesting. The
Court accepted that about 60 per cent of
the income from the Daily Mail was
actual sales. This figure was 25 per cent
in the case of The Mail on Sunda~ The
balance came from advertising revenue.
Associated Newspapers charged for the
rights to insert advertising material,
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either loose or stitched in, at different
rates from advertisements incorporated
within the copy of the newspapers.
Evidencewas gi~en of a beomin inserts
over the last five years. The Judge listed
the evidence as to the benefits of insert
edvertMmg,which included flexibility and
more accurate targeting than can be
achieved through advertising within the
body of the copy.
Goodwill and standards
t was accepted by Associated
Newspapers and Insert Media that
Associated
Newspapers
had
established goodwill as a media for
advertising to their readership. The Court
of Appeal was gn~eatly infiuenced by the
benefits
advertisers
derive from
association with a reputable newspaper.
Associated
alleged
that
the
unauthorised
inserts
damaged that
goodwill in a number of ways. Loss of
control over the content was a major issue
Associated had obligations arising from
membershipof the Mail Order Protection
Scheme and the Newspaper Publishers
Association and submissions to the
British Code of Advertising Practice.
These standards did much to maintain
advertising
standards and improve
protection for readers. The Court found
Media Insert did not belong or submit to
any similar organisation.
Agreement with wholesalers
vidence ~vas given that about
75 per cent of the wholesalers
had agreed
net to make
unauthorised inserts while
discussions were continuing with most
other wholesalers. This practice had been
approved by the equivalent of the New
Zealand CommerceCommission and the
Australian Trade Practices Commission.
Disclaimer

other
products.
There was a
misrepresentation that the insert, albeit
loose and only folded in, was producedby
Associated to their standards. This is the
key finding by the Courtof Appeal. It said
this misrepresentation, with these facts,
could not be undone by a disclaimer.
In another situation consumersof Sony
products not backed by manufacturers
warranties were considered adequately
protected by disclaimer
stickers.
Purchasers
of Seiko watches, in
circumstances where the manufacturer’s
warranty was invalidated, have been held
by the courts to be adequately protected
by a disclaimer.
A point of distinction maybe that the
decision to purchase a newspaperwill be
taken without the careful reflection or
examination made by the buyer of a
~vatoh or a Sony product. The damageis
still hard to identify. A pm~haserof the
newspaper may be disgruntled by the
insert but, at that point would, by virtue
of the disclaimer, be awareit was not the
newspaperpublisher’s product.
The Court of Appeal nonetheless found
there was damage to reputation and
goodwill. They also signalled, but did not
determine, the possibility that damage
occun’ed where advertissrs were able to
use inserts at a lower cost through
newsagents with the result that the
revenues of Assooiated Newspaperswould
be impaired.
The English Cour~ of Appeal has
therefore effecff~vely protected the bu~mes~
opportunity represented by the practice of
inserting
advertising
material in
publications.

Allan Sorrell is a partner with the firm of
Phillips Nicholson, Barristers and
Solicitors of Auckland, NewZealand.

and Damages

he Court refused to accept
that the disclaimer proposed by
MediaInsert wouldbe effective.
Associated Newspapers rights
for which protection was being sought
were broader than rights attaching to
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November
fundamental
Joan Malkin and Deena Shift
he November 1990 Micro
Economic Reform Statement on
telecommunicationsforeshadowed
the main competitive safeguards
for the introduction of a secondcarrier in
Australia. These included the obligations
that the Australian
and Overseas
Telecommunications Corporation (AOTC)
interconnect its networkto the networkof
the new carrier and that it gives the new
carrier accessto ancillary facilities whichit
mqul~d. AOTCwould also be required to
carry and completecalls on behalf of the new
carrier.
Responsibility for the determination on
howintercoanection and access wouldwork
was delegated to AUSTEL.
The result was
a series of reports issued in June on the
commercial and technical aspects of
interconnectian. Shortly thereafter, the
TelecommunicationsAct 1991 was enacted
giving effect to the restructure of the
industry and providingfor the introduction
of the secondcarrier.
The boundaries of the concepts of
interconne~ion and access in the Act,
together with the licence conditions
establishing ’supplementaryaccess’ (eg to
facilities such as ducts, poles and masts)
determine the boundaries of the regulated
(andpreferential) pricing reghneavailable
the secondcarrie1; the permissible scopeof
a registered access agreementbetweenthe
twocar~-iers and each cm~ier’sobligation to
provideservices to the other.

amendments:
or technical?

discuss recent amendments to the Telecommunications Act

is defined broadly in the Act to mean"a
service for carrying communicationsby
means of guided
or unguided
electromagnetic energy or both". It
encompasseshigher level services, which
a carrier has no obligation to provide
under the original section 137 (except
perhaps where incidental to carriage
across its network). It also encompasses
Section 138
basic carriage services, bringing within
the reach of section 137 services whichare
hese rights
are to be
wholly unrelated to intereonnection and
distinguished
from the
networkinteroperability.
supplementary access rights
By way of example, section 137 now
providedfor in section 138 of the
obliges
a carrier to provide transmission
original Act. Prior to amendmentsection
capacity
to another carrier, even where
138 rights related to access to facilities,
that
transmission
capacity is utilised in,
information, and billing and directory
services. The Explanatory Memorandum and as part of, the other carrier’s network
or whereit is used for non-interconnected
noted that these rights ~vere "necessary
calls. The exclusion of such services under
to assist a second general carrier in
the original section 137 is one of the
overcomingthe competitive advantage of
technical defects referred to in the
the dominant incumbent’:
Supplementary Explanatory Memorandum.
The regLmeestablished by the ACt, then,
"In particular:., section 137was~vat clear
provided the two classes of rights. The
(as to whether) dedicated capacity and
section 137 class of rights related
leased lines may become part of the
essentially to the interoperability of the
network of the second carrier for the
carriers’ networks. The rights were
purposes
of section 137, and accordingly
reciprocal in nature and could be justified
would
not
be dealt with under the access
by the fact that, with interoonnected
right
in
the
existing subsection 137(2)’:
networks, a carrier necessarily has to
carry and complete calls of the other
Reasonableness
carrier’s customers.
By contrast, the section 138 r~ghts were
n short, while earlier concerns
warranted because of the incumbent
focused
on the scope
of
carrier’s dominance and advantage: to
interconnection
and
access,
the
enable the second carrier to ’catch up’.
amendments to section 137 have
Section 137
These rights were to be reflected as
redirected attention to the range of
conditions of the dominant carrier’s
services one carrier must provide to the
licence, an instrument more readily
n November, Parliament passed a
other. The obligation
to supply
series of amendmente
to the Act. The capable of amendmentthan the Act. As
telecommunicationsservices is subject to
the Governmentexpects that in time the
amendments to section 137 of the
a carrier ’reasonably requesting’ the
telecommunications market ~vill become service. ’Reasonableness’is largely to be
Act were described by the Senate as
effective
and competitive,
these
"of a technical nature" and which the
determAnedhaving regard to the objects
supplementary
access
rights
will
only
last
Supplementary
Explanatory
Memoset out in section 136.
is the domSnantcarrier.
Section 136 speaks of:
randum noted were necessary to remedy so long as AOTC
"technical defects" in the original section
¯ promoting the long-term interests of
Telecommunications services
consumers;
137. Technical
perhaps,
but the
¯ protecting and promoting competition
amendment
has resulted
in a
he November amendments
¯ enabling the carriers to competeon a
fundamental change in the conceptual
marked a significant shift in
underpinnings of the Act.
level playing field protecting carriers
emphasis from the original
from a misuse of market power in
Prior to the amendment, sectidn 137
carefull~ plotted reghne. While
relation to access to essential facilities
provided that a carrier had the right to
Section 137, as amended, preserves the
or access to customers.
interconnectits networkfacilities ~vith the
While
the
boundaries
of
right
to
interconnect
facilities
and
networkof another carrien It also obliged
’reasonableness’
are
certain
to
be
tested
networks,
the
carriage
obligation
has
the other carrier to cm’rycommunications
at each turn, it is too early to assess how
been replaced by the obligation to supply
across its networkfor the purpose of the
the objects will be interpreted. At a
first carrier supplying telecommunications telecommunications service~
minimum, the notion of ’essential
The
term
’telecommunications
service’
services. The Explanatory Memorandum

T

noted that section 137 established both a
carrier’s right of intereormectionand the
associated right of havingits calls carried
and completedby another carrie~ It noted
that "these rights are of the kind that
should reasonably apply to all carriers in
an open competitive environment".
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New Zealand access to the
Australian
broadcasting industry
Jim Stevenson discusses the framework governing the trade in broadcast services between
Australia

and New Zealand and concludes that freer

trade requires

further

micro.economic

reform and Government commitment in Australia.
he capacity of individual states
to intervene in all facets of the
broadcasting
industry
is
becoming increasingly limited
in the global broadcasting market.
Neither NewZealand nor Australia can
operate regimes effectively in the longer
term which seek to insulate their
countries from global factem.
In the markets for the provision of
services both to and by the broadcasters,
we are seeing increased linkages in
business
and employment in both
countries.
This dimension to our
integration in the global market place is
likely to intensify as a result of Closer
EconomicRelations (CER)micro~cenonfic
reform of the Australian economy.

T

New Zealand

reg|me

he New Zealand regime for
services to broadcasters and
services by broadcasters is very
liberal
by international
standards. There are no statutory entry
restrictions into broadcasting, including
no industry specific foreign ownership
restrictions.
There are no cross media
ownership restrictions
apart from New
Zealand’s general competition law under
the CommerceAct 1986.
Ampleradio frequencies for television
and radio have been released and
spectrum management policies
are
liberally administered. Provision is made
for the regulation of technical standards
but few reg~latious exist -- except to
prevent radio interference
Behaviouralstandards are largely based
on self regulation although backed by
intervenfflon by a BreadcasffmgStandards
Authority.
There are no mandatorycontent quotas
on broadcaster~ Cultural and sc~ml peliey
objectives in broadensting are assisted
directly by a public tax described as the
public bmadcnstingfee which is dispensed
by an independent
authority
on
competitive terms. There has been some
experimentation with voluntary ’quotas’;
for instance NewZealand music on radio.
The national
environment
for
broadcasting in NewZealand reflects the
underlying micro-economic reforms in

T
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mstrictions on services to and services by
broadcasters
leaves Australia more
vulnerable to complaint internationally
and bilaterally from NewZealand.

NewZealand in recent years to make
NewZealand’s economy internationally
competitiveIt also reflects other factors.
For example New Zealand is a net
importer
of technology
and of
programming,Unlike other industrialised
countries,
New Zealand has ample
spectaxtmavailability. Unfortxmatelythere
are limitatioas on a small economyto
sustain signWlcant infusions of public
money or advertising
revenue in
broadcasting
and this limits
New
Zealand’s ability to support NewZealand
identity programming. We have to use
what we have efficiently.
Australian

The l~ansTasman f~amework
ilaterally the main elements of
the TransTasman
trade
framework for broadcasting

regime

he Australian
national
environment for broadcasting is
muchmore regulated at present.
There are contimfingrestrictions
on entry into televiglon and radio markets
although Australia does enjoy a range of
national and regional television and radio
options.
Management of the radio
spectrum
is along traditional
administrative lines and distinguishes
between different
technologies
and
markets, for instance, video audio
entertainment and information services
(VAIES)and pay TV. There are artificial
markets in FMfrequencies.
Restrictions on foreign ownemhil~There
ownership
are also cross-media
restrictions
in addition to general
competitionla~v.
Australia maintains an independent
regulatory authority, the Australian
Broadcasting Tribunal, which administers
elaborate
regulation
of entry and
Australian content.
The cm-rsnt regime in Australia, in
part, reflects the morelimited pregrese on
micro-economic reform in Australia. In
part it reflects the interests which have
arisen from earlier commercialentry into
radio and television than took place in
NewZealand. There is a very strong
emphasis placed on promoting Australian
cultural identity in an economy~vith a
greater capacity to support assistance
measures. Spectrum managementpolicies
reflect all the above factors. Correspondingly the greater range of competitive

¯ the ANZCERTA
agreement;
¯ the Services Protocol;
¯ ministerial
Undertakings
and
Arrangements;
¯ inter agency cooperation; and
¯ national legislation.
ANZCERTA
was primarily designed to
facilitate the free flow in gc~s, but under
its auspices all mariner of arrangements
have been concluded.
Services Protocol
he Services Protocol of 1988 is
key instrument for the
further development of free
trade
in services,
and
particularly in broadcasting.
The objectives of the Protocol are to
liberalise barriers to trade in services, to
improve the efficiency and competitiveness of service industry sectors, to
establish a frameworkof rules to govern
trade in services and to facilitate
competition in trade in services. The
Protocol requires each cotmtry to grant to
persons of the other country and services
provided by them both access rights and
treatment in its marketno less favourable
than those allowed to its ownpersons and
services provided by them. The Protocol
applies to all service sectors, except those
sectors inscribed by each country in the
Annex to the Protocol. Both countries
inscribed various aspects of broadcasting
and communications in the Annex.
Ministerial understandings
and arrangements
n this category falls the exchangeof
letters of 1988/1989 relating to
Ministerial understandings on the
use of AUSSAT
satellite facilities for
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telecommunications
and broadcast
services between Australia and New
Zealand. In particular,
NewZealand
sought an undertaking from the Australian
Government that TransTasman broadcasting (and telecommunicationsservices)
take into account respective standards
regimes. I understand these arrangements are presently under review no
doubt to tie in with the changing
environment for AUSSAT. Another
example of TransTasmancooperation is
found in the necessary coordination
mainly under the International
Telecommunications Union of AMradio
ser’Acea Australian and NewZealand
officials
also consult regularly on
spectrum managementissues of mutual
interest including harmonization of
technical standards.
Retention of reservations
ustralia’s list of exemptions
from the Services Protocol
includes extensive coverage of
telecommunications
and
broadcasting regulations. At the time the
Protocol was negotiated in 1988 New
Zealand had not advanced beyond the
point of policy commitments to
liberalisation in its broadcasting secton
NewZealand’s reservation referred to the
then broadcasting warrant restrictions as
~vell as foreign ownershiprestrictions. It
also noted restrictions on short-~ve radio
services and satellite broadcasting and
narrowcasting se~ices. For its part, New
Zealand with its extensive liberalisation
of broadcasting markets, should have no
particular
reason to maintain its
reservation. For its part, Australian
regulation
has been retained and
arguably intensified in some quarters.
Obviously New Zealand’s commercial
objective is to seek further movementin
the lists.
There have been various officials’
meetings over the past year or so with
respect to the Protocol
and the
reservations in particular, as part of the
agenda to be workedthrough for the 1992
review of the CER relationship.
I
understand that although there may be
a willingness on beth sides to update the
reservations, substantive changesare not
yet envisaged on the Australian side The
Anstralians do not see the rdicr~economic
refo~nm process being driven by CER
considerations.

A

Program standards

N

ew Zealand believes that
Australian television
and
radio programming and
television
advertising
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standards are not in corfformity with the
national treatment previsions of the
Services Protocol. They do not provide
fully for equal national treatment for
service providers. The three standards
which have caused most concern in the
area of television are Australian content
for television programs (TPS14) and
television advertisements (TPS19).
TPS14sets a detailed scoring systemfor
drama which is intended to ensure
minimumlevels of Australian drama and
children’s drama, and a quota which is
intended to ensure that a specLfic
percentage of transmSssiontime is devoted
to Australian programming. The aim of
TPS14is to seek an ’Australian look’.
NewZealand’s position is that it does
not accept that TPS14, constitutes a
justifiable
exception to the services
Protocol. Australia for its part has argued
that TPS14does not discriminate against
other foreign investment or involvement
of foreign executive producers in the
production of Australian drama. Australia
also claims that its obligations under the
OECD
liberalisation code do not allow it
to discriminate in favour of NewZealand.
Generally, NewZealand has made no
progressat the official or ministerial level
on this general issue, but somemovement
was detected in the terms of reference
given by the Kim Beasley, the former
Minister of Transport and Communication, to the ABT,to enquire into the
effects of co-production treaties on the
Australian film and television industry.
New Zealand’s arrangement with with
Australia fell within the terms of
reference, which directed the ABTto
consider Australia’s
international
obligations. But far from giving full
consideration to the Services Protocol and
the CER relationship,
the Tribunal
surprisingly delivered a robust dismissal
of Australian obligations under CERin its
Report. The NewZealand Government, in
August 1991, delivered a strenuous and
detailed
rebuttal
of both the
interpretation of CERand the Services
Protocol, and the general obligation of
Governmentagencies to give effect to
treaty obligations in their domestic
practices.

made advertisements are not subject to
the foreign content rules on advertising
established by the ABT.
However,in the course of a 1990inquiry,
the ABTissued a ’Preliminary View’, a
draft proposal which wouldreclassify New
Zealand made advertisements as foreign
advertisements.
Following
publication
of the
Preliminary View, beth the NewZealand
Govemmentand advertising industry
made a series of representations to the
ABTand to the Australian Government.
As a result of these representations, the
ABTreleased a second drel~ proposal
which restored the clasfu"lcation of New
Zealand advertisements as locally made
This second draR has not yet been
implemented.
But even if it is
promulgatedin its present form, it ~vould
represent only the maintenance, after a
significant struggle, of the status quo.
There still remain aspects of the present
standard which discriminate against the
NewZealand advertising industry. The
present
standard
states
that
advertisements with a level of foreign
content higher than the prescribed limit
of 20 per cent may be permitted if
preduced outside Australia by Australian
personnel. HoweverI understand that a
fresher effort is now being made to
persuade the ABTto liberalise in this
area as well.
Conclusion
ree trade in TransTasman
se~ices affecting broadcasting
are still somedistance away. In
part, progress will depend on
miero-oconomicreform in Australia.
Compliance issues under the Service
Protocol have also arisen largely because
insulTmient effect has been given to the
Protocol by someadministrative agencies
in Australia. In part this may be a
reflection on the level of commitmentof
Australia to free trade in services but it
may also reflect
the difficulties
internationally of maintaining elaborate
regimes to protect cultural identities
based on regulation rather than direct
financial assistance.

Advertising standards
he case of TPS 19 illustrates
difficulties whichhavearisen in
ensuring compliance with the
Services Protocol obligations.
The ABTis conducting an inquiry into
foreign content in TVadvertisements. The
present
arrangement
is that
advertisements produced in NewZealand
are treated
as Australian
made
advertisementa Accordingly, NewZealand
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Jim Stevenson is a Partner with Buddle
Findlay, Barristers and Solicitors of
Wellington, New Zealand This is an
edited text of a paperpresentedto the 1991
IIR NewZealand Broadcasting Summit.
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Blasphemy in a pluralistic
Kerrie

society

Henderson discusses the recent Monitor blasphemy case in Indonesia,

and considers

its implications for Australia.
nder Australian commonlaw,
blasphemy can only be
committed in a JudaeoChristian context. Blasphemy
~ religions not based upon the bible
]s not an offenca To justify a conv~ction
the material complained of must ’shock
and outrage the feelings of Christians’:
fairly difficult
in an increasingly
secularised community. Provided you
e:cpress your views temperately, not even
a denial of the fundamental doctrines of
Christianity will found a successful
pmsseution.
As Australian
multiculturalism
develops, pmtecth~gonly one mbgionfrom
attack has becomeincongruou~ It can be
seen as state preference for one social
group aboveothera For the sake of equity,
some people have argued that outraging
the feelings of people of any religion
should be punishable, while others argue
that this just highlights the absurdity of
the state intervening to protect religion
in a pluralistic society. The latter argue
that the offence should be done awaywith
as an interference with free speech.
The offending material

ordinances in his capacity as editor
The trial
he principal charge against
Amwendo was that he had
breached section 156(a) of the
Criminal Code which forbids
conduct which affronts a recognised
religion (whichLn Indonesia meansIslam,
Buddhism, Hinduism, Catholicism or
Protestantism). ~ffronting’ is said to be
characterised by hostility towards the
religion. Monitor was in breach of the
MainPress Ordinanceof 1982, sestion 19
of which proscribes the publication of
blasphemous material.
On b~half of Arswendo, it was argued
that the criminal offence of affronting
religion requkred both intention to offend
and the use of insulting words. While
Arswendohad been careless or negligent,
he had not intended to offend and had
merely published a factual reflection of
what readem sent him, without any
comment or remark.
The benchof three judges ruled however
that the Criminal Code did not requ/re
the use of insulting language, and that
intention to do the offensive act was
sufficient without intention to offend.
Expert Islamic lawyers explained that
according to Islamic law Allah, the
Prophet and the Koran are inseparable
and comparison of any of them to mortal
things or people was to demean and
denigrate the standing of all.
Having found that the publication was
blasphemous, the judges also found that
it breached the Press Ordinanca They
then decided that, as editor, Arswendo
was personally responsible for this breach
even if he had in fact delegated the task
of compiling rosults and prepar/ng copy
to others.
Amwendo
is nowserving a five year jail
sentence and is required to pay a (Aus)
$5,000 fine

T

case earlier this year in
Indonesia
raises
some
pertinent questions for the
Australian debate.
Monitor was a popular Jakarta based
tabloid jou~mal, of the gossip and scandal
variety, published by one of Indonesia’s
largest publishing house~ The magazine’s
editor, At~vendoAtmowilote, was famous
as a journalist and writer and for his
pursuit of celebrities with intimate
questions.
Monitor conducted a poll in which it
asked its readers to write in and nominate
the person they most admired. The results
were published in October 1990, and the
top ten included President Suharto, the
Minister for Technology (Habibie) and
Arswendo himself. Unfortunately for
Arswendothe top 10 did not include the
Australian Implications
Prophet Mohammed, who came in at
number 11.
he Arswendocase highlights a
The outcry
was immediate and
number of pertinent questions
dramatia Monitor’s permission to publish
which will,need to be resolved
was withdrawn. Arswendo was thrown
ifAustmlias present blasphemy
out of the Journalists’ Association, sacked laws are to extend to all religions.
from all Gramediabusinesses and boards
Firstly, how do you define what a
and arrested on charges of aft’renting
religion is? Indonesia has adopted the
Islam and breaching
the press
course of simply recognising a limited
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number of religions and requiring all
citizens to adhere to one or other of them.
That course wotfld not be acceptable here
Is Scientelogy to be considereda religion
for blasphemy purposes? Can you shock
and outrage the adherents of so-called
cults by suggesting that their dogmais
a fraud?
Secondly, how do you determine what
shocks and outrages the adherents of a
particular religion? The law of blaspheray
works from the assumption that everyone
is Christian, ~vith the result that any
reasonable person can determine what
would cause affront. Onceyou recognise
a multiplicity of beliefs howdo you assess
degrees of offensiveness? In the Arswendo
case the Indonesiancourt did so by callkng
Koranic lawyers us expert witnesses to
testify: whichmeansthat offensiveness is
asss~sod on a subjective basis, from the
point of view of the reasonably learned
adherent of the religion in question.
Adoptingthis sort of standard creates the
impossible situation where detailed
knowledgeof different religions wouldbe
the only way one couid avoid giving
offence to anyona
Linkedto this is the problemof di~awing
the limits of offensiveness in any given
eas~ Simply including the Prophet in the
poll was sufficient in Amwendo
case On
the other hand it is unlikely that a
similar listing of Jesus Christ or Buddha
would generate outrage among most
Buddhists or Christians. Catering to
variations in religious sentiments maybe
even more offensive to egalitarian
sentiments than the eun~nt position.
Further, who would judge such eases?
Religion is an intensely personal and
emotional matter, where strong views
abound. It is unrealistic to expect the
religious sentiments of judges and jurors
to be able to be effectively excluded.
If blasphemylaws are inegalitarian the
preferable course is to abolish them
entirely. The Indonesian laws work, if
harshly, only because of the highly
regulated nature of that society. In a more
open pluralistic environmentfike ours the
extension of blasphemyprotection to any
and all religions is morelikely to result
in an unholy mess than in religious
equality.

Kerrie Henderson
is a solicitor with Gilbert
& Tobin of Sydne~
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Technological
developments
music industry
Randall Harper examines the implications

for copyright law and contracting in the music industry

of recent developments in technologies and argues the legislators
lith the advent of digital
technology, the past five
years have ~een vest and
rapid developments both in
the style of music being recorded and the
mannerin whichit is distributed. The use
of computer technology and digital
recording
methods has seen the
emergence of new and exciting gem~esof
mudlc, the beundaries of whichare limited
only by the creativity and vision of our
artists.
Even more dramatic have been the
rapid developments communications
technology systems. Twenty years ago,
things like home banking computemand
direct to residence entertainment systems
were just dreams. However, modern
communications technology has changed
that and these developmentsare likely to
have a profound effect on the structure
and dynamicsof the music industry as we
knowit today.
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Digital

technology

ll of these new technologies
involve digital
recording
reproduction and transmission
techniques. Compactdisc has
nowbecomeby far the dominant physical
can’ier, all but eliminating vinyl as a
viable product. Digital audio tape (DAT)
was touted some years ago as being the
natural successor to CD due to the
inherent flexibility of tape over disc
formats, particularly
for recording
purposes. It has, however, now been
virtually conceded that DATis unlikely
to evolve into a product for public
consumption
and will remain a
pmfessional product for studio use. In the
short term the musicindustry sees digital
compactcassette (DCC)as being the next
major leap
forward in product
development.
While these technologies present great
opportunities they also give rise to some
problems. The challenges posed by CD
and DCCtechnology revolve around the
flexibility and moreefficient re-recording
opportunities that digital technology
offers. CDand DCC
constitute, effectively,
a fLrst generation master standard which
meansthat any copy of an original CDor
DCCwill also be of the highest order in
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terms of quality. This will undoubtedly
lead to increased hometaping.
G~ne are the days when one needed
to have a $5,000 hi-fi system and use
chrome tapes to replicate an acceptable
reproduction quality from an analogue
sound recording. Digital recording
techniques mean that quality virtually
equivalent to master standard can be
achieved with the most inexpensive of
homeentertainment systems. In addition,
digital tracking enables a hometaper to
pick and choose what tracks they wish to
record with great ease Thus, the home
taping problem is likely to escalate
dramatically.
As the quality of CDrecordings do not
degrade as readily as vinyl recordings, we
are also likely to see the emergence of
record rental as a major challenge During
the past eighteen months there has been
quite a large increase in the number of
rental outlets operating throughout
Australia. Given the Japanese experience,
where there are currently some 6,000
record rental outlets, it is easy to see why
the industry
is so concerned.
Unfortunately, the federal gove~z~ment
has been very slow to react to the threat
of record rental and even today is
equivocating about legislative action.
Pay for play
n the short term we will see the
introduction
of DCC and a
progressive shake-out of current
product lines so that eventually we
will just have CDand DCCas the only
carriem. These carriem and technologies
by their very nature will lead to many
newand exciting marketing opportunities.
In the long term, however, I believe
communicationstechnologies will have a
far greater impact on the musicindustry.
Optical fibre cabling offers the ability to
deliver music and other entertainment
services in an extremelyfast and efficient
manner without any degradation
of
quality and theoretically with a virtually
unlimited capacity.
The so-called ’black box’, whereby a
consumer will subscribe
to an
entertainment service provider by means
of his home computer and the public
telephone system mayseem fanciful but

should be more pro.active.
the reality is that the technologyfor such
systems already e~(~-’ts. With the use of
integrated computer technology it will
also be possible for consumerto dial up
a music provider, select the music
required, and down-loadthat music onto
a CDor DCC.
This may mean that record companies
will act as entertainment
service
providers distributing their catalogue of
recordings via communications technology and not via a physical medium
such as a CDor DCC.Partnerships and
mergers between record and communications companiescan also be expected.
The recordingprocess itself is likely to
change as well. Traditionally artists
record albumsof musicbecausethat is the
mediumby which music is traditionally
distributed. If however there are no
physical carriers but rather music is
distributed electmalcallywill artists still
record the obligatory 10 track 40 minute
album?
Copyright problems
he revolution in technologywill
also require a revolution in
copyright law and the manner
in which creators of music go
about protecting their rights. Oneof the
most important developments in this
regard is the concept of a blank tape
royalty scheme.
Australia has been leading the way in
the developmentof a blank tape royalty
schemealthough it is currently stalled
due to a constitutional challenge Moves
to introduce similar schemes in the
United States and United Kingdomhave
also been stalled at governmentlevel.
However,recently in the United States
the music industry
and hardware
manufacturers negotiated a deal relating
to the use of DCCtechnology for the
distribution of music Essentially the
hardware manufacturers have agreed to
the impositionof a blank tape royalty and
a royalty on the sale of hardwarein return
for record companies making their
soflware available to the technology:
Howeverthe royalty at this time only
applies to digital audio and video tape and
players with digital capability. The
scheme is currently before the USA
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Congress and should see a speedy passage
In addition,
the hardware
mannfacturemhave agreed to incorporate
a serial copyingcode in their equipment.
This effectively irahibits mproductianof a
recording so that it is only possible to
reproduce from an original version of the
sound recording in question. It is not
possible to take a copy and then copy t~om
the copy
The fact that electronic transmission
knowsno borders will also present major
problems requiring a radical rethink
about territorial divisibility of copyright.
Reactive not pro.active

recording in muchthe same way that bar
codes are structured. The code system is
being developed by the International
Federation of Phonographic Industry
(IFPD and is knownas the International
Standard Recording Code (ISRC). The
systemenables copies of a recording to be
identified quite readily and when fully
introduced will be of enormousbenefit in
enforcing copyright rights.
Tracking use
owever,the mainbenefit of the
ISRCdoes not lie with copyright protection, but rather
in offering a wayin which the
legitimate use of soundrecordings can be
tracked for the purposes of remunerating
copyright owner~ If the %lack box’ does
evolve, or indeed if record rental is
]eg~timised, the ISRCwill enable each
and every use made of a particular
recording to be tracked and identified.
There will no doubt be many marketing
uses to whichsuch statistics could be put,
but most importantly it will enable not
only the record companyand publisher to
be remunerated for the use but will
provide an effective system by which to
calculate and pay the appropriate royalty.
to their artists and songwriters.
Details of each access to a recording
wotfld be collected by the service provider
or on ’smart cards’ which the consumer
would require for access to the service
The statistics wouldthen be collated and
analysed for the necessary
and
appropriate royalty computations.
The ISRC s~tem has now been fully
developed by IFPI and is ready for
implementation. Indeed I understand that
all major companies are now using the
code and it is now about to be
implemented in Australia
by the
Au~ralian Record Industry Association
for Australian companiesand recordings.

performanceincomeand, if the blank tape
royalty scheme ultimately becomes
operational, substantial income streams
from this source will also be realised.
Additionally, if the governmentenacts
record rental and diffusion rights we are
likely to see further large revenue flows
fi~m such rights. Consequently, sundry
income clauses or royalty provisions
dealing with such matters can no longer
be simply lef~ as an after-thought. Music
companieswill have to makeprevision in
their contracts
for appropriate
remuneration to their artists. Moreover,
record companies will need to begin
developing accounting systems to cope
with their obligations to remuneratetheir
artists for these other uses.

he cur~nt Copyright Act was
enacted in 1968 drawinglargely
from the 1911 Act. ConseDistribution of income
quently, muchof the language
and manyof the concepts enunciated and
he major problem is to
embodiedin the Act evolved from the very
determine how income should
beginning of copyright and fail to deal
be distributed. For example,
adequately with changes in the way
public
performance
and
copyright material is exploited. In
breadcasting income is usually paid t6
particular, technological developmentsare
record companiesin a lump sum based on
simply not catered for by the current Act.
market share of record sales. Is this
Consequently, our copyright law is
appropriategiven that reco~xtsales are not
reactive to technological change, rather
necessarily indicative of broadcast and
than being pro-active
public performance activity? Should a
For example, under current copyright
record companybe able to adopt a method
law (in relation to sound recordings)
of distributing such incometo its artists
copyright is said to be the right to
which is at odds with the methodadopted
reproduce a sound recording, broadcast a
to account to the record companyin the
sound recording and publicly perform a
fn°st place Blank tape royalties maybe
sound recording. There is no diffusion
distributed on a different basis and record
right afforded soundrecordings, therefore
rental a different basis again. Themariner
it does not constitute a breach of copyright
in whichthis incomeis treated will have
to transmit a sound recording down a
to becomemuchmore sophisticated if the
telephone line. Similarly, there is no
distribution is to be equitable.
record rental right so that it is not an
Weare experiencing a revolution in
infringement to exploit a soundrecerding
communicationsand computer technology
by meansof rental. By defining copyright
whichis likely to have a profoundeffect
rights in exhaustive terms such as these,
on the manner in which the music
and in particular by reference to a specific
industry
is structured
with a
act or technology, problems will always
consequential impact on copyright law
exist. Copyright law must get awayfrom
and deal making. It will require the
this and start talking in terms of
Contracts
industry to be more forward thinking,
protecting the exploitation of copyright
pragmatic and lateral when addressing
material.
y and large recording contracts
these developments
if it is to fully realise
Whydoes it matter that the use is
are structured around an artist
the opportunities arising.
either a reproduction, broadcast or public
rendering their exclusive
performance?Surely if a sound recording
recording services to the record
is being commerciallyexploited then the
companyto produce albums and for the
copyright owner should be remanemted record companyto have a right to exploit
accordingly and/or have the right to
those albums in any manner appropriate
control that exploitation,
In exchange the recerd companypays the
Randall Harperis a partner in the Sydney
he music industry recognises that artist a royalty based on the sale of
firm of solicitor~ Tress Cocksand Maddox.
copyright infringement will continue to
records. Most recording contracts will
This is the edited text of a paperpresented
pose major problems and has begun
incorporate a clause dealing with sundry
to
the AIC conference MusicIndustry and
developing a system whereby eriginal
or ancillary income, broadcasting and
Music Media in December1991,
sound rocordings can be identified by
public performanceroyalties but usually
meansof a unique mtrnber encoded in the
this is couchedin very general terms and
digital code of the sound recording. The therefore presents some problems.
code constitutes digits that identify
Weare already seeing an increase in
country of source, company, and the
the amount of broadcasting and public
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The hidden " pact of the law
on reporting
Julianne Schultz argues that not only the defamation laws but the legal system and commercial
considerations constrain investigative
t is important that by welcomingthe
reforms to the law of defamationthat
the Attorneys-Generalof the eastern
States have put, we do not give the
impressionthat the press will be muchf~er
as a result of those changes. As well as
defamationand contemptlaws, political and
economicpressures have a very significant
impact on what the media publishes and
broadcasts.
Thelegal playing field is not an evenone
It mayseemtrite to point out that the way
medialaw operetes reflects the political and
economicrelationships of the individuals and
institutions involved-- but there has been
almost nothing written analysing the media
law from this point of view.
Whatprice are we paying for Australia’s
restrictive defamationlaws-- restrictions in
loss of information and freedom of
expression? Howmuchof that price is due
to timid publishere and the high general
costs of litigation and howmuchto the law
itself? Howoiten do importantstories remain
in the notebooksof jom’nalists?
Thelaw itself, except in a few cases, has
not, preventedthe publication or breadcast
of whole articles or programmeaBut when
you examinethe wholeof the legal process,
defamationlaw affects the formand content
of stories told.
As Armstreng, Blakeney and Watterson
acknowledgein their manualMediaLawin
Australia, "no satisfactory empiricalstudies
about the practical effect of defamationlaw
havebeencarried out". It is not surprising
then that the proposalsfor reformcontained
in the recent discussion paper issued by the
Atternsys-General have been framed with
more andemtandingof the problemsthe law
presents for lawyers, than of its practical
impact on the day to day workingsof the
media in general and journalists
in
particular.

I

The study
he approach adopted in a
research project being undertaken by me and WendyBacon
is to examinewhat is lost from
stories before publication and the rele of
threats of legal action and apologies and
closed door negotiations whichhave little
to do with the defamation writs as such.
Oar project involves a detailed study of
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journalism

the impact of the law on twenty-five
investigative articles and pregrammes.
The stories have been chosen randomly
although we have attempted to spread
between different states and media, and
have included many of the best known
stories of the 1980s. The study also
includes interviews with a number of
journalists and lawyere about their views
and impressions of the impact of the law
on journalism.
The Moonlight State
ithout Chris Masters’ report
on Four Corners,
The
Moonlight State, there
probably would have been
no Fitzgerald inquiry. That program got
to air, but sections of it wereline-ball. A
less courageous executive producer and
legal adviser might have been prepared
to expose illegal
gambling and
prostitution rackets, but not to raise
serious questions about the police
commissioner. But without its political
dimension, the program would not have
had the same impact.
At the time the pregram was broadcast,
there was no evidence which could have
been produced in court of actual
corruption directly involving ex-Police
Commissioner Terry Lewis. And yet he
had presided over a pohce force which was
corrupt. There was no assertion in the
program that he was corrupt, but would
his very presence impute corruption us
well as incompetence?This is the sort of
fine distinction that the defamationadvice
turned on. In the case of Lewis, ABC
lawyer Bruce Donald, advised in favour
of publication.
Even so journalists
involved were disappointed that exPremier Joh Bjelke Petersen had to be
suitably distanced from the action
disclosed, and felt that the programmay
have lost impact as a result.
Wouldany other broadcaster than the
ABC,with its public service charter, have
broadcast this story? The answer to this
question is almost certainly na This is an
important distinction, because it was the
commitment to a public debate that
informed the legal advice. Such a
commitment is often excluded by those
seeking to interpret the law morestrictly.
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Legal vetting
ost investigative stories are
legally vetted as a matter of
course before publication.
Certainly lawyers went over
most of the stories we are examirfingwith
a fine-tooth comb.In a numberof cases,
the legal advice given to editors and
producers was equivocal: for instance,
"them are dangers but it is up to you".
In many cases, sections were omitted
and wordsfine-tuned, with an ear to legal
imputations, before publication, sametimes in a way journalists
believed
weakened the impact or obscured the
meaning. Only one story was not
published at all (ostensibly) for legal
reasons.
Of the twenty-five stories, twelve
actually attracted at least one writ aider
publication. There were attempts to
injunct four other stories before
publication, for reasons other than
defamationsuch as secrecy la~ve. Most of
these defamation writs have not gone
beyond the statement of claim stage.
Five of the writs have been resolved in
favour of the plaintiff. But since th~
might give the impression that, at leas~
in these cases, innocent victims of the
media have been deservedly compensated.
it is worthlooking morecarefully at these
results.
In the one case which went to trial, a
jury found that two policemen, who
claimed associates could identify them
from an article about police corruptior~
had been defamed but awarded only
nominal damages. In another case, in a
confidential
settlement,
ex-NSW
policeman Roger Rogersen was paid a
sum of moneyby Channel 9 for a pregram
whichdealt with his rele in the shooting
of herein trafficker WarrenLanfranchi.
The other three cases involved well
known public figures. In each case
managementbecame directly involved in
negotiations with a representative of the
plaintiff while the journalists and editors
were kept in the dark until after
negotiations had been completed. In each
of these cases, themis a strong possibilit)."
that political or commercial,rather than
simply legal considerations, were involved
in these negotiations.
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Who negotiates?
o spell out the significance of
~vhat happened in these cases
one needs to remember the
procedures which are usually
followed at ~r~lement of legal cases.
Settlement is negotiated between lawyers
in consultation with clients. In the case
of an alleged defamatorystory, journalists
and editors and executive producers, and
lawyers representing the organisation will
be involved in consultations leading up to
settlement.
Journalists
will not
necessarily be informed of the actual
terms of confidential settlements.
You might expect
the senior
managementef the media organisation to
becomeinvolved whendecisions are being
made about spending money but not to
the exclusion of editors and certainly not
to the exclusion of the lawyers acting for
them.
In these cases, media management
becamedirectly involved in negotiations
with representatives of the plaintiff to
settle the cases while journalists and
editors were kept in the dark until a~er
negotiations had been completed. In one
case, even the Fairfax lawsers were
anclear about the reasons for a settlement
with Alan Bond.
These cases occurred in the mid
eighties. Each involved an extremely
powerful plaintiff. Unfortunately, space
dictates that only one case be discussed.
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Bond case
his case involved an article in
the Sydney Morning Herald
alleging that directors of Bond
Corporation
had taken
advantage of the public shareholders to
the tune of millions of dollars. One needs
to remember that this was the mid
eighties and this was only the second
critical article to appear in the otherwise
laudatory press ~njoyed by Bond. Martin
Saxon, who co-authored the Sydney
Morning Herald article with Colleen
Ryan, had originally prepared the article
for publication in the Robert Holmes
A’Court ownedWestern Mail. Despite the
piece being legally appreved, the paper
refused to publish the story and Saxon
resigned. Thel~e was muchagonising at
the Herald before publication, however,
the article was passed by a QCand the
decision to go ahead was finally given.
Bondnot only sued but withdrew all the
Tooheys beer advertising
from John
Fai~fax and Sons.
While the writ was pending, another
smaller Times on Sunday article dealing
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With Bond’s affairs was stopped at a
managerial level although it had been
approved both legally and by the editor.
There is still comeusionamongsteditorial
staff about the terms of settlement with
Bond which came unexpectedly. Despite
legal advice that the company could
defend the action, Bondwas given a large
advertisement in which to state his case
against the article in the Herald.
Self-censorship
o journalists
have a lot of
which they feel should
published but cannot be
because of the defamation
laws? This question is difficult to answer
because experienced journalists
may
adapt so well to the law that they do net
attempt to write stories which they know
will not reach the standard of evidence
that lawyers require. For example, one
journalist interviewed several independent, but confidential, sources who
supplied ir~formation about the corrupt
practices
of a leading Australian
businessman.
She was personally
convincedof the veracity of the story, but
knew it was no use w~iting it except
anonymously in the context of a more
general piece about business con~uption.
Another journalist believed material he
had gathered in taped interviews should
have been published but was convinced
that it wouldnot be legally approved, so
did not attempt to ~Tite it up until ai=ter
the NSWillegal
tapes story was
published. He blamed this cautious
approach on his previous experience with
the particular lawyers and publishers
involved, rather than on the law itself.
Nevertheless, it is signfficant that some
of these experienced journalists could not
name a story they had been unable to
publish at all because of the law and were
even sceptical of journalists whoblamed
the law for theh" own inadequacies. One
even said that stories
which were
completely knocked back by lawyers were
not up to scratch
anyway. These
journalists have learnt the standards of
proof required by lawyers and several
commented that they thought they had
become better,
more careful
and
imaginative reporters as a result.
Yet most investigative journalists are
still very critical
of the way the
defamation laws work. Some of their
¯ To meet the standards required by our
restrictive defamationlaws, stories can
become more obscure and writing more
clumsy. For exampleciting court reports
and Parliamentary proceedings because
they are privileged. Since these reports

haveto be identified, a sto~ can develop
an awkwardand distracting chronology.
¯ Journalists are tempted to adopt a
bargaining attitude, eliminating or
weakening some points in their
dealings with lawyers in order to get a
story published.
¯ Defamation laws use up valuable time
and reseurce~ Journalists spend days
preparing material for lawyers in cases
in whichthe plaintiff never intends to
prseeed. Small publishers mayscarcely
even be able to afford to file a defence
in an action, let alone defendit in court.
¯ Publishers often becomemore cautious
i~ there is a risk of exacerbating
damages following the commencement
of proceedings(’stop writs’) or if a public
figure is knownto be litigious.
¯ Journalists often use confidential
sources. Becausea journalist whowill
not name a source, he or she can be
charged with contempt and lawyers will
not consider calling him or her as
witness in a defamation trial. As a
result, settlements are reached in cases
where the publisher believes in the
truth of the story.
¯ Journalists are frustrated by having to
prove not only the truth of each
separate assertion and the inferences
they intend to draw from these but also
meanings they never intended in the
first place.
Conclusion
ournalism plays a crucial
watchdog role in the effective
functioning of a democraticstat~
For journalism to serve this
function effectively journalists need to be
able to publish or broadcast matters of
public importance in a way which is less
fettered than the current law permits. But
they should also not shirk from doing the
hard workof proving the allegations they
wish to raise as conclusively as possibla
Somehave argued that the defamation
law itself is not the problem,but merely
the cautiousness of journalists
and
lawyers. The two cannot be easily
separated. That cautiousness is itself a
reflection of the uncertainty,
fine
distinctions in the law and the threat of
damages which, in the leaner 90’s, few
can afford to run the risk of havingto pay.

Julianne Schulz is an Associate Professor
and Director of the Australian Centre for
Independent Journalism at the University
of Technology, Sydney This is the edited
text of an address to the conference
’Jour~alism, Justice and the Future’ held
in Brisbane in July 1991.
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Alcohol

Advertising

Bruce Slane examines new solutions
ouble standards have been
nowhere more evident in New
Zealand than in official and
private attitudes towards the
regulation and control of alcohol.
A nation with a high per capita
consumptionof beer (in particular) nearly
carried prohibition during the First World
Warand maintained 6 pmclosing of bars
until well a~er the Second World War.
Restrictions have always been maintained
against brand advertising of alcoholic
beverageson radio and television.
Background
nder the previous Broadcasting Act 1976 an attempt
was made to introduce
a
rational
code for radio
advertising of alcohol products. Whenthe
State o~rned Broadcasting Corporation of
New Zealand resisted
change, the
independent radio bmadcastemrequested
meto preside over a special meetingof the
Broadcasting
Rules Committee and
deliver a casting vote in the event of a
deadlock.I did so in favour of the adoption
of somerules based on the British Code.
Within about a ~veek the Muldeen
Goverrmaent had passed a regulation
outsting the new rules and restoring the
old ones. For the next ten years the New
Zealand Broadcasting Tribunal received
a series of complaints, mainly from one
complainant,about broaches of the alcohol
advertising r~les. The BroadcastingRules
were accepted as anomalous,badly drafted,
inconsistent and in manywaysavoidable No
government was prepared to tackle the
situation. It was convenient for the
G~vernmentto say that brand advertising
was banned.
Corporate Advertising
he evidence seen and heard by
the public was that brands were
promoted. One simple way was
to use the provision
for
corporate advertising. This provision
ailo~ved the name of a company, even
though it incorparatsd the brand nameof
an alcoholic beverage, to be promotedand
adve~’tised on television and radio.
Liquor companies formed subsidiaries
whose names were identical with their
brands. While a complete ban on
advertising of cigarettes was successful,
was quite impossible to control brand
advertising of alcohol. Tobaccooutlets do
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in New Zealand

for the broadcast of alcohol advertisements

not incorporate the name of cigarette
brands into their trading names. Liquor
outlets did. An effective rule wouldhave
incidentally bannedthe advertising of the
names of many restaurants and hotels.
Sponsorship of sport and recreational
events was another problem.
The liquor industry
seemed not
unhappy with the anomalous rules.
Broadcasters
became increasingly
frustrated as they saw media advertising
budgets allocated to print and extensive
sponsorship deals providing "free"
television and radio coverage of brand
names.
The position was not resolved by the
Broadcasting Act 1989 but it did provide
a framework by authorising
the
Broadcasting Standards Authority to
approve codes for advertising and to
maintain restrictions
on alcohol
advertising and to protect the young in
respect of advertising.
Liberalisation
he Broadcasting
Standards
Authority (BSA) accepted the
challenge and a~er carefully
preparing the ground with
interested
groups and carrying out
research, has proceeded to liberalisation
to permit liquor brand advertising in
return for concurrent
moderation
messages of sophistication and impact.
While some believe that the broadcast
media have sold themselves into a
package that they will find increasingly
inconvenient in the years to come,and the
liquor industry does not seem to have
encot~raged the changes, the charge is
over and direct brand advertising
commenced on 1 February 1992.
Significantly, the BSAhas adopted an
indnstry code developedfor someyears for
the print media and more latterly
incorporated into the Broadcasting
Standards under the old regime where it
sat semewhat uneasily. The BSA has
madesomespecific modifications for both
radio and television but has come down
firmly in favour of an alcohol codefor all
media with specific rules as may be
necessary for a particular meditLm.
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Self.regulation
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he advertising industry’s body,
the Advertising Standards
Authority Inc (ASA) promulgates and administers
a

voluntary code and has set up the
Advertising Standards Complaints Board
(ASCB) with lay participation
adjudicate on complaints. The ASCBhas
dealt with a large numberof complaints
quickly and informally. It has madea bid
to take over administration of complaints
under the Broadcasting Act. The BSA has
resisted this movesaying that it should
at least be responsible
for the
promulgation of the coda The industry
bodyhas no disciplinary powerother than
the agreement of all media to desist from
publishing an offending advertisement. A
review by the Ministry of Commerce
favours a transfer of the complaints
jurisdiction from the BSAto the selfregulating ASCB.
It will be interesting to see whetherthe
Govermmentaccepts that a non-legally
enforceable role for an industry body is
acceptable or whether it needs to be
vested with statutory powers. Its lack of
statutory
powers enables it to act
informally and to be largely free from
judicial review.
The speed with which it can deal with
complaints is somewhatbetter than the
BSA which has to follow statutory
procedures and is subject to a right of
appeal to the High Court.
Brand Advertising
he BSA was aware that the
existing
rules regarding
sponsorship advertising by
alcohol advertisers were being
evaded and the meaning of the rules
inappropriately extended. The new rules
would bring sponsorship advertising
under the same strict
code which
currently covers brand advertising in
print and cinema.
Research had shown that sponsorship
advertising had becomeso extensive that
the public were under the hnpmssionthat
alcohol advertising was ah~eadypermitted
on radio and television.
The BSAhad also been concerned that
the existing
alcohol sponsorship
advertising
was "very macho and
aggressive", a style which it finds
undesirable.
The BSAacknowledgedthat them could
be an effect on the amountof sponsorship
money available when direct brand
advertising became available, but it
believed that direct brand advertising was
to be preferred to sponsorshipprovided it
was carefully controlled in content and
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timing. The e~sting rules tended to
prevent the advertising of essential
information about price and availability
while sponsorship promoted alcohol
products by giving them positive hnages
of health, fun, sport, wirming~the positive
attributes
of a team approach, and
nationalism.
Overall the Authority found that there
was more evidence that there was no
strong casual link between advertising
and consumption than there was to the
contrary.
Evidence presented to the BSAshowed
that the amount spent on alcohol
advertising ha NewZealand, in inflation
adjusted
dollars,
had increased
significantly
over the past decade,
whereas the consumption of branded
alcohol products, excluding homebrew,
had stabilised
or declined. For the
protection of children and young people
the BSA decided there would be no
alcohol advertisements permitted on
television between 6 am and 9 pm. It did
not want to restrict too severely the time
whenbrand advertising was permitted as
the effect may be to create a blitz of
advertising for products which, because of
the saturation of advertising, emphasised
the products unduly.
The BSA is opposed to alcohol
advertisements which show children or
teenagers at all, even though they are
clearly not drinking alcohol. Beyondthat,
the BSAendorsed the present industry
rule that
anyone shown in an

competitive behaviour or exaggerated
stem-typed masculine images in an overly
dramatic manner; advertisements which
feature sport must place emphasis on
scenes typical of the sport and within the
rules of the sport rather than the
aggression of the participants especially
in contact sports.
Sponsorships may feature hereos or
hereines of the youngparticipating in a
sponsored event or engaged in conduct
related to a sponsoredevent but such people
are bannedfrom advertisementsexcept thee
advocating moderation in alcohol
consumption or the non-alcohol option,
providedthemwas no reference to a branded
product.
Althoughthe definition of advertisement
under the code does not include the former
Broadcast/ng Act definition whichdefines
advertisements to include those for which
paymentis madeindirectly, it appears that
the B~k,at least during the twoyear period,
will have a heavyinfluence on the attitude
of broadcasters whowant to maintain the

advertisement must be over 25 and
depicted as an adult.
Clearly concerned about public opinion
the BSAdecided to twial the newcodes for
a two year period with the first review
after
six months. The BSA was
particularly perturbed about aggressive
macho themes in recent sponsorship
advertising
and wanted to see a
willingness to facilitate promotion of
educated messages regarding moderation
and the no-alcohol option. It rejected
compulsory warrdngs and advertisements
ha favour of an agreement with the
industry which has to produce and
broadcast moderation messages of a
similar quality and standard to alcohol
advertisements.
Someproblem areas have been foreseen.
Advertising on radio stations targeted at
a young audience was one The BSAhas
accepted broadcasters’ assurances that the
newrules will be followedin the spirit as
well as the letter of the law. That wasnot
always the case under the old rules.

rlew reg~rna

Warnings to industry
here are warnings for the
industry: if themis an impression
of saturation of liquor promotion,
including
sponsorship and
programmecredits, the BSAwill impose
restrictions
on the number of liquor
promotion messages per hour: liquor
advertisements
must not employ
aggressive
themes, nor portray

O" M" M’U" N’I;

T

C’A’T’I"

The BSAappears to have done a very good
job in pulling a difficult area togetherinto
some coherent and sensible approach.
Probably it was the only body whichcould
take this role Certainly politicians would
have buckledundera very long-stsndJngand
sucressful industry lobbyingability (and may
yet do so)
Bruce Slane was the Chairmanof the New
ZealandBroadcastingTribunal from 1977to
1990. Heis nowa partnerwith CairnsSlarw,
Barristers &Solicitors, Auckland.

O" N.’S

" N’E’W

Recent developments in Australia by lan McGill and in New Zealand by Bruce Slane
in building its ownnetwork.5q-Dand IDDsen/iceswill beginin
SECONDCARRIER OPTUS COMMUNICATIONS
SydneyandMelbourne
in late 1992andfull competitiveservices
On 6 December
then Transport and Communications
Minister
will be available by 1997.
Beazleyannounced
that OptusCommunications
wasselected to
OptusCommunications
is a newly formedcompany,51 percent
be the secondAustralian generaltelecommunications
carrien The
ownedby Australian investors including MayneNickless, AMP,
announcement
wasmadeafter the signing of formal contracts
National Mutualand the AIDCTelecommunications
Fund.Overseas
with the FederalGovernment
for the saleof AUSSA’I:
At the signing,
equity holders are Bell Southof the USand CableandWireless
the Government
accepteda deposit of $10 million in whatwill
be a total paymentof $800million by Optusfor the purchase of the UK.
of sharesin AUSSAT.
Public mobilelicences
Optusas secondgeneralcarrier has also securedthe second
Networkrollout
public
mobiletelephone
licence(Thefirst to beheldby the merged
Thedocuments
signed included an Optusindustry commitment
Telecom/OTC.)
The
third
licence holderis expectedto beselected
concerningtelecommunications
industry development
in Australia,
towards
the
end
of
1992.
and a networkrollout commitment
in whichOptusspecified its
confidential plans for a rival networkto that of the merged OTHER TELECOMMUNICATIONS
REFORM
Telecom/OTC.
Signing of these documents
nowallows the final
National TransmissionAgency
the establishmentof a new
steps to be taken to enableOptusto take ownershipof AUSSAT In OctoberMr Beazleyannounced
following repayment
of AUSSAT’s
debt and the restructuring of
agency,to be called the National Transmission
Agency("NTA"),
leasearrangements
associatedwith the acquisition andownership to operatethe Commonwealth’s
broadcastingtransmitting network
anddeliver, primarily, ABCandSBSservices.
of the AUSSAT
satellites.
Transport and Communicationsamendments
Future operations
On25 Novemberan omnibusT~ansport and Communications
In total, Optusplansto spend
$1.6billion overthe nextsix years
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,_egislat~bnAmendmentActwas
proclaimed.Amongst
other things,
this Act amends
the Telecommunications
Act 1991in relation to
interconnectionby carriers of networksand services of other
carriers, andspecifically giveseachcarrier the right to haveother
carriers supplytelecommunications
servicesto it for the purposes
of it supplyingtelecommunications
services. A distinction is also
nowdrawnbetweendomesticand international services for the
purposes of the right to interconnection and the right of
interconnection
to network
facilities, evenif third parties alsouse
or operatesomeor all of thosefacilities.

Unionssuchas ActorsEquity arguethat the removalof barriers
to entry will reducethe quality andlocal production.
TheBill’s failure to recognise a basic disfunction between
broadcastingdiversity and quality television is perhaps~ most
serious weakness.Thedraft endorsesboth conceptswhich, on
their own,are mutuallyinconsistent: morechannelsmayproduce
diversity of viewing,but it will bemainlyoverseas
programs
as all
channels
will find it difficult to fundqualityproductions
fromtheir
competition reducedrevenues.

PAYTELEVISION
On9 Octoberthe FederalGovernment
clearedthe wayfor the
Telecommunicationsand Radiocommunications
Statutory
introduction
of
pay
television
in
Australia,
with the existing
Rules
moratorium
being
lifted
from
1
October
1992.
pay-]V wouldbe
On25 November
a plethora of Telecommunications
Regulations
delivered
by
at
least
four
channels
on
AUSSAT
satellites
andan
were gazetted which, amongother things, permit the second
additional
two
AUSSAT
channels
would
be
available
for
the
further
carrier to engage
in certaininstallation activities despiteStateand
of pay-TVsystems.
Territory laws, permitAUSTEL
to allow anothercarrier to become development
a party to certain Telecom
agreements,establish the financial
Programming
mechanism
for calculatingthe second
carrier’s fees, anddetail how
Strict syphoningrules w~uldensurethat importantprograms,
mucheachapplication to providesomeform of telecommunication includingnationalandinternational sportingandcultural events,
servicewill cost.
wouldcontinueto beavailableon free to air television. Thelicence
for the multi-channelnational service will require the ownerto
Radiocommunications
Regulationswerealso gazetted,covering
the involvementof
transmitterlicencesfor public mobiletelecommunications
services developa local industry packageto maximise
Australianindustry in the development
of pay-T¢.Mr Beazleysaid
and AUSSAT
services, cordless telephone and public mobile
Authority establishedunderthe
telecommunications
service Iicence Further Radiocommunications that the AustralianBroadcasting
Broadcasting
ServicesBill will be askedto considerappropriate
Regulationsweregazettedon 12 November
whichhaveeliminated
Australiancontentrequirements
for pay-TVservices.
sometaxes, reducedlicence fees, andprovidenewdefinitions of
Multipoint Distribution Stationsandother local systems.
Equitylimits
Noownerof a television licence will be permittedto ownmore
NewSouth Wales Governmentinitiative
than 25 percentof the national pay-~/licence,anda 25 percent
The NewSouth WalesGovernmentTelecommunicationsBill
1992hasbeenenacted.It is an innovative methodof achieving limit on equity participation wouldalso applyto the carriers of
weuld
efficiencies for the Stateof NewSouthWales.TheAct will permit pay-TVsignals. Mr Beazleysaid that the Federalgcvernment
ensure
that
there
was
a
major’~
Australian
ownership
in
a
national
the installation andmaintenance
of a Government
networkwithin
pay-]Vservice, andwouldalso give further considerationto an
’designatedland’ (basically a corridor of land surroundinglines
appropriate
level of crossmediaparticipation. Therewilt be no
vested in a newGovernment
Telecommunications
Authority. The
advertising
on
pay-’R/forthe first five yearsof operation.
Act atsocentralisesownership
of telecommunication
infrastructure
for the carriageof Government
only traffic.
OTHERBROADCASTING
REFORM
Six TV channels?
BROADCASTING
SERVICESBILL
On6 December
it wasannounced
that a FederalParliamentary
As reportedin the last issue of this column,an exposure
draft
Committee
will shortly begina nationalinquiry to investigatethe
of the Broadcasting
ServicesBill wasreleasedon 6 November
1991.
potential for non-commercial
useof the vaca.nt sixth television
Whilethe BroadcastingAct 1942has beenprofoundlycriticised
channel.Publictelevision groupshavebeenseekingaccessto this
as a cumbersome
relic, the draft Bill hasalso beenrejected by
channelfor yearsandthe potential for delivery of educational
a remarkable
coalition of commercial
broadcastingoperators,the
services via television is becoming
increasingly recognisedby
ABC,unionsand public interest groups.Thefocus of opposition
educationalinstitutions. Thechannelcould also be usedas an
to the Bill is that it introducestoo muchcompetitiontoo soon,
outlet for Australianindependent
film productions
andfor televising
andthat couldhaveundesirableeffects on viability, Australian
Parliamentary proceedings. The Committeehas calIed for
contentand local productions.
submissions
to be in by the endof February1992andis planning
to
hold
public
hearingsin March.
A new regulatory framework
Commercial
television facesnot only pay-TVin a year but also
{Further} BroadcastingAmendments
the endof the three networklimit in 1997.Radioface~immediate
On6 November
the BroadcastingAmendment
Bill (No. 2) 1991
competitionwith the proposed
abolition of foreign ownership
limits
wasintroducedto Parliament.Theamendments
containedin this
andcross-media
rules. Of greatersignificanceis the abolition of
Bill to the Broadcasting
Act 1942will definethe term’commercial
all current barriers to industry entry andthe doingawaywith of
viability’ for the purposesof the licensing provisions of the
the ’commercial
viability’ test appliedat the time of issue of new Broadcasting
Act andlimit the circumstances
in whichcommercial
licences.Indeed,the newAustralianBroadcasting
Authority(’ABA’) viability is considered
by the AustralianBroadcasting
Tribunalwhen
is specifically empowered
to maximise
the commercial
useof the
conducting
certain licencegrant inquiries.
broadcastingspectrum.TheBill is also an attemptto reducethe
It will also enablesupplementary
radio licencesto serean area
amountof regulation of the broadcastingindustry.
smallerthanthat servedby the relatedcommercial
radiolicencewhen
it
would
not
be
viable
to
sen~
the
greater
area.
it
will
furtherallowa
An avalancheof criticism
supplementary
radio
licence
to
be
separated
from
the related
TheABCis opposed
to thoseparts of the Bill that give the ABA
commercialradio licence any time from two years after the
anycontrol whatsoever
o~r it (eg complaintshandling, pay-’R/).
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commencement
of the commencement
of the supplementary
on commemial
television. TheTribunalwouldconsiderthe portrayal
service.
of violence, sex, nudi~offensive language
anddrugsin relation
This Bill also reducesfees payableby newservices commencing to community
attitudes. It will also examine
advertisements
about
on the FMradio band,andit will transfer provisionsrelating to
alcohol, betting, gamblingand personalproducts. To encourage
the calculation of fees to the RadioLicenceFeesAct 1964.
public debatestandards,the Tribunalhaspublishednewresearch
on community
attitudes aboutclassification whichwill be used
Equalisation
in
the
inquir~
Morethan 1.5 million television viewers in northern NewSouth
Keysearchresults indicatethat thereare highlevels of concern
Walesand regional Victoria will soon be able to tune in to two
about
violence in particular, andconcerned
abouthowviolence,
additional commercialstations under the Federal Government’s"~’
abusive
language,
sex
scenes
and
nudity
were
classified
under the
Equalisation plan. %/Equalisation began in southern and central
current
regime.
Any
need
to
change
the
standards
or
create
new
New South Wales in 1989 and was extended to regional
ones
will
be
handled
during
the
inquiry’s
second
stage.
Queenslandeadyin 1991. ViewersfromCairns to Portland will soon
have the samechoice of commercialTVas capital city vie~e~
Broadcastingregulation
Preliminan/planning
is underway
to extendEqualisationto Tasmania.
TheTribunal has also releasednewresearchabout community
viewson broadcasting
regulationandbroadcastem,
whichit claims
POLITICALBROADCASTS
ANDPOLITICALDISCLOSURE
BILL
Australianshavea fairly laissez faire attitude to
On5 December,legislation forcing television networksto pro~de indicates many
broadcastingas an industry but are concerned
aboutits role in
free political adve~isingfor political parties duringelections passed
societ~ In general, the researchshowsthat a yen/high proportion
the Senate, after 3 days and one full night of debate.
of radio users and viewers are satisfied with programsand with
Political FreeTime
present le~is of regulation, and there is no strong public support
The Bill will haw the effect of amendingthe BroadcastingAct
for deregulation, particularly in relation to content.
to provide for the creation of units of ’free time: 1-he Australian
Half the respondents to the Tribunal’s research agreed the
BroadcastingTribunalmustgrant those units of free time in certain
broadcasting
industryis quite responsible
’andshouldbe~ft alone’,
proportions to the various political parties. The Tribunal then
but
only
a
minority
of
people
polled
thought
that control should
allocates the units of free time that it has grantedto those political
not
be
imposed
on
broadcasters.
Of
significance
is the fact that
parties to the broadcasters. Broadcasters whohave been allocated
two-thirds of people polled agreed broadcasters can be
these units of free time must makethose units of time available
manipulative and have too muchpower. Theresearch involved
to the person to whomit was granted for the purpose of making
discussionsin June1991followed by a national telephonesun~t~
an election broadcast, free of charge. In return they are entitled
in July 1991of 1,663adults in city andcountryareas.
to an amountof additional broadcasting time determinedin
PORTRAYAL
OF VIOLENCEON TELEVISION
accordance
with regulations.
TheNewZealandBroadcasting
StandardsAuthority hasdeclined
Television advertisementswouldbe run simultaneouslyacross
to
uphold
a
complaint
about
a
TV3
broadcastof a newsitem
about
all television stationsin threetwo-minute
spotsa night, according
an
Australian
television
talk
show
program
where
two
men
to divisions decidedby the Tribunalon a State-by-Statebasis. The
phyzically
attacked
each
othec
it
was
alleged
that
the
item
breached
advertisements
will run for 15-22daysfromthe day nominations
standardsrelating to the portrayalof violence.. The
close to the V~dnesday
before an election, whena total blackout broadcasting
complainant
also
allegedthat Mr LeightonSmith,"R/3’s presenter,
will applyDuringState election campaigns,
two two-minuteblocks
trivialised
the
horror
of the violenceportrayedby laughingat the
will beput asidefor political broadcasting,
whilelocal Governments
item’s
conclusion.
miss out on free time.
The Authority concluded that Mr Smith’s reaction was
Democracysafe?
ambiguous
andopento varoiusinterpretations. "His laughtercould
Not surprisingly debate over the merits of the Bill has been
have been provoked by the sight of menmaking fools of
intense. The Federal Government, which has been pushing for
themselves, as TV3claimed. But it could also have beenan
legislation of this kind for the past 4 years, has said that the Bill
indication he foundthe violenceamusing,rather than deplorable
is in conformity with manydemocracies throughout the world.
...’t TheAuthority also noted that the other presenter MsJoanna
Opponentsto the Bill have attacked it on the grounds that it is
Paul, reacted in a mannerwhichshowedher disapproval of either
contrary to freedom of speech and a challenge, on the grounds
the violence, or MrSmith’s reaction, or both.
that the Bill is in breach of Section 51(xxxi) of the Constitution
Hovve~r, the Authority did uphold a complaint about a
whichstates that compulsoryacquisition of property must be made promotionfor a forthcomingpro:jamstating that one of the fight’s
on just terms, is possible,
partidpants,RonCask’~Australia’s heavyweightdebatingchamp",
A High Court challenge
would"step into the ring with the Ralstongroup’t TheAuthority
Varioustelevision licensees andthe State of NewSouthWales acknowledged
"sadlybut realistically" that this possibility maywell
have commenced
proceedingsin the High Court to have the ~
increasevieweraudienceand thus the program’srating. However
declared unconstitutional. On 14 Janua~1992Chief Justice
the Authority found the promodid not meetStandard22: "The
Masonrefused to grant an interlocutory injunction to prevent the
gratuitous useof violencefor the purposes
of heightenedimpact
operationof the legislation in various elections. It is expectedthat
is to be avoided."TheAuthority declinedto upholda complaint
the Full Courtwill hear full argumentin mid-March.PrimeMinister
that the samebroadcast breachedstandard 21 of the code:
Keatinghas already indicated that the legislation maybe reviewc~.
"Broadcasters
havea responsibility to ensurethat whenviolence
forms
an
integral
part of dramaor newscoverage
the contextcan
TRIBUNALiNQUIRIES
bejustified’t
Programme
Classification Standards
The Tribunal has announced a two-stage inquiry to review
N,Z. I~DIO TENDER
An Australian broadcastingcompany
that missedout on radio
classification standards for programswhichha~ beenin place since
licences
because
it
incorrectly
filled
in
tender
documents
hasapplied
Australia’s introduction to television in 1956,andadvertisements
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to the NewZealand
HighCourtto stopthe transfer of six licences
~y the Ministry of Commerce.
Mr Justice Jeffries grantedthe
Hobart-basedMirell an interim injunction. The companyhad
tenderedthe highest amountfor somelicences in parts of New
Zealandbut wasnot awardedthe frequenciesbecauseof errors
in the tenderdocument.
It wasreportedthat the lot numbers
were
not correctly stated. Nineteenlicences were sold for about
$216,000but Mirell wasreported as having bid $332,000.

privatisation. TheMinistry of Commerce
foundthat Telecom
had
boughtthe fight to ~ owntelephonenumbers
but did not acquire
the right to allocate numbers
to competitorsandthat if therewas
evidencethat competitionwasblockedor severelydiminishedby
numbering
issues,the Government
couldstill legislate on the issue

NEGOTIATIONOF NZ CONTRACTS
The Communications
Minister, Maurice Williamson, still saw
competition as the best regulator of the telecommunications
marketin his speechat a telecommunications
seminarin Auckland
NZ TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LITIGATION
in
December
1991.
He
said
there
was
"a
lot
of posturing and
TelecomNewZealandhas failed to get a High Court order to
commercial
rhetoric"
from
Telecom
and
Clear
and not enough
prevent the Commerce
Commissionfrom investigating the
effort
was
being
put
in
negotiating
contracts.
The
Minister
revealed
telecommunications
industry underNewZealand’strade practices
that
he
had
written
to
the
Telecom
chairman
asking
for
legilsation. Telecom
alleged that the Commission
wasexceeding
confirmation
of
earlier
commitments
to
fair
and
reasonable
its powers,acting unreasonably
andthat the investigation could
prejudice litigation betweenTelecom
and Clear Communications. competitorpractices.
Mr. Williamsonsaid the government
wouldtighten its control
Mr Justice Gallensaid Telecom
could simply not take part in
if the companies
did not play by the rules. "Themajormessage
the Commission’s
investigation andthat if the Courtfoundin its
to the players is to go awayandnegotiatein goodfaith anduse
fa~)ur after a full hearingwhichwouldtake placein April 1922
the courts, whichare the mostappropriate body, for makinga
then it w)uld have lost nothing. Mr Justice Gallen said the
ruling onthe verydifficult contractsissue:’
Commission
wasnot required to act in a vacuumand must be
Onecommentator
at the seminarsaid, ’q-he risk for gc~ernment
able to makeinvestigationsbeforeperformingits policing powers policy wasthat unresolveddisputes wouldtake manymonthsto
underthe Commerce
Act. Telecomhadnot beenable to establish
sort out andinvolvecostly court battles. Shifting majorcompetitive
a casestrong enoughfor an interim order to be grantedin the
issuesinto the courtscouldalso effectively stifle the attemptto
absenceof anyevidencein rebuttal.
create a uniqueregulatory environment."
NZ TELECOM
TRADEPRACTICESDISPUTE
Clear Communications
Limited hasto wait until June1992for
the HighCourtto hearits trade practicesclaim alleging Telecom
NewZealand
wasabusingits dominant
position in the marketplace
From p23
over local calling. Themanager
of Clear Communications,
Nell
Tuckwell, has beenconcernedabout the amountof time it was
facilities’ can be expected to shape one carrier’s obligations to
taking to handletelecommunications
issues.
supply telecommunications services te the otber.
"While the judiciary is of the view that these are important
On the other hand, an interpretation which leans too far in
mattersandrequire careful consideration-- andwerespectthat
favour
of requiring the provision of telecommunicationsser-cices
-- time is also of the essenceIf wewereto apply the amount
between carriers -- the ’what’s yours is mine’ approach could
of time it hastakenfor the Amps-A
(cellular telephone)decision have perverse results as far as consuyners are concerned.
then wemight not expectto see anythingfinal until 1993and
The motivation to innovate is largely conditioned in a
then wewouldstill haveto negotiateinter-connection",he said.
competitive environment on the risk that the competitor bears
In anotherset of litigation, Telecom
hasappealed
to the Court that one carrier will provide services to consumersof a quality
of Appealagainst a Commerce
Commission
decision that the
and type which the other cannot match. If a new carrier has
addition of the "A" bandof the mobilephonesystemfrequency recourse to all of AOTC’sestablished network and ser~ces to
to the "B" band it already has, would increase its market
build its own network and to AOTC’scomplete inventory of
dominance
Thecasewasdueto be heardby the Court of Appeal.
services for resale to third parties, these are two possible
On 10 December the High Court upheld the Commerce consequences. Fimt AOTC,as the established carrier, will have
a reduced incentive to innovate, as the new entrant can parrot
Commission’sdecision. The High Court judgment meansthe
frequencywouldreturn to the control of the Ministry of Commerce offerings that achieve market acceptanca Second, the competitor
will havea reducedincentive to differentiate its service offerings,
whichhasto decidewhetherto re-tenderthe frequenciesor offer
particularly in areas of service quality less visible to the public
themto the next highest bidden
(e.g. transmission capacity like fast packet switching).
NZ TELEPHONENUMBERINGPLAN
In this way, consumersand service providers could be denied
The Commerce
Commission
has also expressedthe view that ¯ the full benefits of competition.
Telecom’scontrol of the telephonenumbering
plan shouldcease.
Joan Malkin is a solicitor with MallesonsStephen Jaques’ Sydney
Telecomdetermines the numberswhich its competitors use,
office and Deena Shift is the ManagerRegulatory of AOTC.
including the 050 accesscode phoneusers dial to use Clear
Communication’s
rival toll network.TheCommission
said that gave
a commercial
advantage
to Telecom
~ndsuggested
control should
be vestedoutsidethe market,as it is in Australia. "Competition
canbestdevelop
if thereis nodifferencein the dialing procedures
andthe time taken to placea call throughcompeting
networks;’
the Commission
said. Its viewswerepresentedto the Ministry of
Commerce
which has since producedan interim report. It found
ownershipof the numberingplan which passedto Telecomwhen
the company
wascorporatised in 1987remainedwith it after
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